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Course Companion defnition
The  IB  D iploma Programme Course  Companions  

are  resource  materials  designed to  support 

students  throughout their two-year D iploma 

Programme course  o study in a  particular subject.  

They will help  students  gain an understanding o 

what is  expected rom the  study o an IB  D iploma 

Programme subject while  presenting content in 

a  way that illustrates  the  purpose  and aims  o 

the  IB .  They reect the  philosophy and approach 

o the  IB  and encourage  a  deep  understanding 

o each subject by making connections  to  wider 

issues  and providing opportunities  or critical 

thinking.

The books  mirror the  IB  philosophy o viewing the  

curriculum in terms o a  whole-course  approach;  

the  use  o a  wide  range  o resources,  international 

mindedness,  the  IB  learner profle  and the  IB  

D iploma Programme core  requirements,  theory 

o knowledge,  the  extended essay,  and creativity,  

activity,  service  (CAS) .

Each book can be  used in conjunction with other 

materials  and indeed,  students  o the  IB  are  

required and encouraged to  draw conclusions rom 

a variety o resources.  Suggestions  or additional 

and urther reading are  given in each book 

and suggestions  or how to  extend research are  

provided.

In addition,  the  Course  Companions  provide  advice  

and guidance  on the  specifc course  assessment 

requirements  and on academic honesty protocol.  

They are  distinctive  and authoritative  without 

being prescriptive.

IB mission statement
The International Baccalaureate  aims to  develop  

inquiring,  knowledgable  and caring young people  

who help  to  create  a  better and more  peaceul 

world through intercultural understanding and 

respect.

To  this  end the  IB  works  with schools,  

governments  and international organizations to  

develop  challenging programmes o international 

education and rigorous  assessment.

These  programmes encourage  students  across  

the  world to  become active,  compassionate,  and 

lielong learners  who understand that other people,  

with their dierences,  can also  be  right.

The IB learner Profle
The aim o all IB  programmes is  to  develop  

internationally minded people  who,  recognizing 

their common humanity and shared guardianship  

o the  planet,  help  to  create  a better and more  

peaceul world.  IB  learners  strive  to  be:

Inquirers  They develop their natural curiosity.  

They acquire  the  skills  necessary to  conduct 

inquiry and research and show independence  in 

learning.  They actively enjoy learning and this  love  

o learning will be  sustained throughout their lives.

Knowledgable  They explore  concepts,  ideas,  and 

issues  that have  local and global signifcance.  In 

so  doing,  they acquire  in-depth knowledge  and 

develop  understanding across  a  broad and balanced 

range  o disciplines.

Thinkers  They exercise  initiative  in applying 

thinking skills  critically and creatively to  recognize  

and approach complex problems,  and make 

reasoned,  ethical decisions.

Communicators  They understand and express  

ideas  and inormation confdently and creatively in 

more  than one  language  and in a  variety o modes  

o communication.  They work eectively and 

willingly in collaboration with others.

Principled  They act with integrity and honesty,  

with a strong sense o airness,  justice,  and respect 

or the dignity o the individual,  groups,  and 

communities.  They take responsibility or their own 

actions and the consequences that accompany them.

Open-minded  They understand and appreciate  

their own cultures  and personal histories,  and are  

open to  the  perspectives,  values,  and traditions 

o other individuals  and communities.  They are  

accustomed to  seeking and evaluating a  range  o 

points  o view,  and are  willing to  grow rom the  

experience.

Caring  They show empathy,  compassion,  and 

respect towards the  needs  and eelings  o others.  

They have  a  personal commitment to  service,  and 

act to  make a positive  dierence  to  the  lives  o 

others  and to  the  environment.

Risk-takers  They approach unamiliar situations  

and uncertainty with courage  and orethought,  

and have  the  independence  o spirit to  explore  

new roles,  ideas,  and strategies.  They are  brave  and 

articulate  in deending their belies.

i i i

      



Balanced  They understand the  importance  o 

intellectual,  physical,  and emotional balance  to  

achieve  personal well-being or themselves  and 

others.

Refective  They give  thoughtul consideration 

to  their own learning and experience.  They are  

able  to  assess  and understand their strengths  and 

limitations  in order to  support their learning and 

personal development.

A note on academic honesty
It is  o vital importance  to  acknowledge  and 

appropriately credit the  owners  o inormation 

when that inormation is  used in your work.  

Ater all,  owners  o ideas  ( intellectual property)  

have  property rights.  To  have  an authentic piece  

o work,  it must be  based on your individual 

and original ideas  with the  work o others  ully 

acknowledged.  Thereore,  all assignments,  written 

or oral,  completed or assessment must use  your 

own language  and expression.  Where  sources  are  

used or reerred to,  whether in the  orm o direct 

quotation or paraphrase,  such sources  must be  

appropriately acknowledged.

How do I  acknowledge the work of others?
The way that you acknowledge  that you have  used 

the  ideas  o other people  is  through the  use  o 

ootnotes  and bibliographies.

Footnotes  ( placed at the  bottom o a  page)  or 

endnotes  (placed at the  end o a  document)  are  

to  be  provided when you quote  or paraphrase  

rom another document,  or closely summarize  the  

inormation provided in another document.  You do  

not need to  provide  a  ootnote  or inormation that 

is  part o a  body o knowledge.  That is,  defnitions 

do  not need to  be  ootnoted as  they are  part o the  

assumed knowledge.

Bibliographies  should include  a ormal list o  

the  resources  that you used in your work.  The   

listing should include  all resources,  including  

books,  magazines,  newspaper articles,  Internet-

based resources,  CDs  and works  o art.  Formal   

means  that you should use  one  o the  several 

accepted orms o presentation.  You must provide  

ull inormation as  to  how a reader or viewer  

o your work can fnd the  same inormation.   

A bibliography is  compulsory in the extended essay.

What constitutes misconduct?
Misconduct  is  behaviour that results  in,  or may 

result in,  you or any student gaining an unair 

advantage  in one  or more  assessment component.  

Misconduct includes  plagiarism and collusion.

Plagiarism  is  defned as  the  representation o the  

ideas  or work o another person as  your own.  The  

ollowing are  some o the  ways  to  avoid plagiarism:

  Words and ideas o another person used to  

support ones arguments must be  acknowledged.

  Passages  that are  quoted verbatim must 

be  enclosed within quotation marks and 

acknowledged.

  CD-ROMs,  email messages,  web sites on the  

Internet,  and any other electronic media must be  

treated in the same way as books and journals.

  The sources  o all photographs,  maps,  

illustrations,  computer programs,  data,  graphs,  

audio-visual,  and similar material must be  

acknowledged i they are  not your own work.

  Works o art,  whether music,  flm,  dance,  

theatre  arts,  or visual arts,  and where  the  

creative  use  o a  part o a  work takes  place,  

must be  acknowledged.

Collusion  is  defned as  supporting misconduct by 

another student.  This  includes:

  allowing your work to  be  copied or submitted 

or assessment by another student

  duplicating work or dierent assessment 

components  and/or diploma requirements.

Other orms  o misconduct  include  any action 

that gives  you  an unair advantage  or aects  the  

results  o another student.  Examples  include,  

taking unauthorized material into  an examination 

room,  misconduct during an examination,  and 

alsiying a  CAS  record.

iv
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Yo u r  G u i d e  to  PaPe r  2

Consequence

Perspectives

Sign icance

Causation

Continu ity

Change

Key concepts

The inormation in this  book relates  to  key fgures  or events  but is  not 

prescriptive.  For example,  any relevant leader can be  reerred to  in an 

answer on Authoritarian S tates  in the  20th century.  While  authors  have  

chosen well-known world leaders  and events  in this  book,  there  is  also  

an opportunity to  explore  your own regional history using the  book as  a  

guide  as  to  the  necessary concepts  to  know and to  understand.

The aim o this  book is  to:

  provide  in depth knowledge  o a  world history topic

  introduce  key historical concepts

  develop skills  by providing tasks  and exercises

  introduce  dierent historical perspectives  related to  key events/

personalities.

The content in this  book is  linked to  the  six key IB  concepts.

2

       



How to  use this book 
This  book contains  sections relating to  key aspects  

o Authoritarian  States in  the 20th  century  as  outlined 

in the  prescribed content section o the  IB  syllabus,  

or example,  conditions  that contributed to  the  

emergence  o authoritarian leaders  in the  20th 

century.

You should use  this  book in the  ollowing ways:

  To gain more  detailed knowledge  about a  

signifcant event or leader

  To gain insight and understanding o dierent 

perspectives  (explanations)  o an historical 

event

  Use the  exercises  to  increase  your 

understanding and skills,  particularly the  

skill o analysis  when contributing to  the  

ormulation o an argument

  Consider the  exam-style  questions at the  end o 

each chapter and think how you would apply 

your knowledge  and understanding in an essay 

in response  to  the  question.

As  you work through the  book make sure  you 

develop  strategies  to  help  you learn,  retaining the  

inormation and understanding you have  acquired.  

These  may be  in the  orm o timelines  (where  

chronology is  important) ,  spider diagrams,  cue  

cards  and other methods  to  suit your individual 

learning style.  It is  better to  consolidate  knowledge  

and understanding as  you go  along;  this  will make 

revision or the  examination easier.

What you  wil l  be  expected  to  do  
There  are  1 2  world history topics  and the  course  

requires  you to  study two o them.  You should 

learn about a range o actors  in the  prescribed 

content relevant to  each topic area,  as  shown in this  

table  or Topic 1 0:  Authoritarian States (20th century) .

Topic Prescribed content

Emergence of 

authoritarian  states

  Conditions in  which  authoritarian  states emerged:  economic factors;  social  d ivision;  

impact of war;  weakness of pol itical  system

  Methods used  to  establ ish  authoritarian  states:  persuasion  and  coercion;  the role  of 

leaders;  ideology;  the use of force;  propaganda

Consolidation  and  

maintenance of power

  Use of legal  methods; use of force;  charismatic leadership;  dissemination  of propaganda

  Nature,  extent and  treatment of opposition

  The impact of the success and/or failure of foreign  pol icy  on  the maintenance of power

Aims and  results of 

pol icies

  Aims and  impact of domestic economic,  pol itical ,  cultural  and  social  pol icies

  The impact of pol icies on  women and  minorities

  Authoritarian  control  and  the extent to  which  it was achieved

Make sure  you understand all the  terms used 

under the  heading prescribed content  because  

these  terms will be  used to  structure  examination 

questions.  I you have  a  clear understanding o all 

these  terms,  you will get the  ocus o your answers  

right and be  able  to  select appropriate  examples.  

  I you are  studying The causes  and eects  o 

20th-century wars ,  an exam question may 

ocus  on political or economic causes ,  which 

is  in the  prescribed content.

  I you are  studying Authoritarian S tates,  you 

may get a  question dealing with the  topic 

Emergence  o authoritarian states .  When 

the  ocus  is  on the  use  o orce ,  this  relates  

to  methods  used to  establish authoritarian 

states  In the  prescribed content.

  I you are  studying the  Cold War and the  topic 

area is  Rivalry,  mistrust and accord,  you may 

get a  question that ocuses  on two Cold war 

crises  each chosen rom a dierent region and 

their impact on the  Cold War ,  as  stated in the  

prescribed content.

The  Paper 2  examination is  an essay test in 

which you  are  expected to  answer two  questions  

in 90  minutes  in  two  dierent topic areas.  You 

must  choose  questions  rom two  dierent topics.  

This  amounts  to  45  minutes  per question  not 

much time  or answering what can be  rather 

broad questions  on two  dierent subj ects.  One  

o the  most critical components  in  succeeding 

in this  examination,  thereore,  is  good time 

management.

3
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The best ways  to  improve  your essay-writing skills  

are  to  read examples  o eective,  well- structured 

essays  and to  practise  writing them yoursel.  In 

addition to  timing,  you must understand the  skills  

you need to  produce  a  good answer.  

What the exam paper wil l  look l ike
The will be  24 questions  with two questions  set 

or each o the  twelve  topics.  There  will be  clear 

headings  identiying the  topics  and the  questions 

will ocus  on dierent aspects  o the  topic as  

outlined in the  prescribed content.

The  questions will be  open  questions  (with 

no  specifc names or events  mentioned) .  This  

will allow you to  apply your knowledge  and 

understanding in response  to  the  question set.  

Some questions may ask you to  reer to  events  or 

leaders,  each chosen rom a dierent region.

Preparing for Paper 2
Make sure  you understand what the  command 

terms used in essay questions  are  asking you to  do.  

The  most common command terms are:

  Compare and contrast   

Identiy similarities  and dierences  relating to  a  

specifc actor or event

  Discuss   

Review a range  o arguments

  Evaluate 

Weigh up  strengths  and limitations.  In an essay 

question this  is  oten expressed as   successes  

and ailures

  Examine  

Consider an argument or assumption and make 

a judgment as  to  the  validity o either

  To what extent 

This  usually reers  to  a  quotation or a statement,  

inviting you to  agree  or disagree  with it 

Essay  skil ls
Understanding the  ocus o a  question is  vital as  this  

is  one o the skills  and examiner looks or.  There  are  

usually two or three  focus words  in a question.

The ocus  words  are  identifed in the   

examples  below:

Example 1

Evaluate the signicance of economic actors in  the rise 

to power of one 20th  century  authoritarian  leader.

The question  is asking about the importance of 

economic issues and  crises in  the  rise  to  power of an  

authoritarian  leader.

A good answer would be expected to include a range of 

factors (popularity, threat of force and weakness of existing 

political  system)  not just economic factors, before making 

a judgment on the importance of economic factors in the 

rise to power of the chosen leader.

Example 2

The outcome of Civi l  war is  often  decided by  the actions 

o Foreign powers.  To what extent do  you  agree with  this 

statement with  reference to  two  civil  wars each chosen 

rom diferent regions.

The question  is asking you  to  consider whether the  end  

of civil  wars is  usual ly  decided  by  foreign  powers.  Again  

you  should  consider a  range of factors relevant to  your 

chosen examples.  I t is  quite  possible  that the statement 

appl ies to  one of them but not the other.

Example 3

Evaluate the social and economic challenges  facing one 

newly  independent state  and  how efectively they  were 

dealt with.

The question  is asking you  to  do  two things  identify  

social  and  economic problems and  then  assess 

the success and  failures of attempts to  solve those 

problems.

The command term tells  you what you have  to  

do  and the  ocus  words  tell you what you have  

to  write  about.  Make it clear in your answers  that 

you understand both o these  and you will show 

the  examiner that the  demands o the  question 

are  understood  a phrase  that is  used in the  

markbands or Paper 2 .

4
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Marks Level  descriptor

0 Answers do not reach  a  standard  described  by  the descriptors below.

13 There is l ittle  understanding o the  demands o the question.  The response is poorly  structured  or,  where there 

is a  recognizable essay  structure,  there  is minimal  ocus on  the task.

Little  knowledge o the  world  history  topic is present.

The student identies examples to  discuss,  but these examples are  actual ly  incorrect,  irrelevant or vague.

The response contains l ittle  or no  critical  analysis.  The response may  consist mostly  o general izations and  

poorly  substantiated  assertions.

46 The response indicates some understanding o the demands o the question.  While  there may  be  an  attempt 

to  ol low a  structured  approach,  the response lacks clarity  and  coherence.

Knowledge o the  world  history  topic is demonstrated,  but lacks accuracy  and  relevance.  There is a  supercial  

understanding o historical  context.

The student identies specic examples to  d iscuss,  but these examples are vague or lack relevance.

There is some l imited  analysis,  but the response is primarily  narrative or descriptive in  nature rather than  

analytical .

79 The response indicates an  understanding o the  demands o the question,  but these demands are only  

partial ly  addressed.  There is an  attempt to  ol low a  structured  approach.

Knowledge o the  world  history  topic is mostly  accurate and  relevant.  Events are  general ly  placed  in  their 

historical  context.

The examples that the student chooses to  d iscuss are appropriate and  relevant.  The response makes l inks 

and/or comparisons (as appropriate to  the question) .

The response moves beyond description to include some analysis or critical  commentary, but this is not sustained.

1012 The demands o the question  are  understood  and  addressed.  Responses are general ly  wel l  structured  and  

organized,  a l though there is some repetition  or lack o clarity  in  places.

Knowledge o the  world  history  topic is mostly  accurate and  relevant.  Events are  placed  in  their historical  

context,  and  there is some understanding o historical  concepts.

The examples that the student chooses to  d iscuss are appropriate and  relevant,  and  are  used  to  support the 

analysis/evaluation.  The response makes efective l inks and/or comparisons (as appropriate to  the  question) .

The response contains critical  analysis,  which  is mainly  clear and  coherent.  There is some awareness and  

evaluation  o diferent perspectives.  Most o the main  points are substantiated  and  the response argues to  a  

consistent conclusion.

1315 Responses are clearly  ocused,  showing a  high  degree o awareness o the  demands and  implications o the  

question.  Responses are wel l  structured  and  efectively  organized.

Knowledge o the  world  history  topic is accurate  and  relevant.  Events are placed  in  their historical  context,  

and  there is  a  clear understanding o historical  concepts.

The examples that the student chooses to discuss are appropriate and relevant, and are used efectively to support 

the analysis/evaluation. The response makes efective links and/or comparisons (as appropriate to the question) .

The response contains clear and  coherent critical  analysis.  There is evaluation  o diferent perspectives,  and  

this evaluation  is integrated  efectively  into  the answer.  Al l ,  or nearly  al l ,  o the main  points are  substantiated,  

and  the response argues to  a  consistent conclusion.

Markbands
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Common weaknesses in  exam answers

Many answers demonstrate knowledge often in great detail;  these answers  

tell the story but make little  or no analytical comment about the knowledge  

shown.  This is  a narrative answer that will not reach higher markbands.

Other answers  often consist of statements  which have  some focus  on 

the  question but with limited or inaccurate  factual evidence;  what 

examiners  often describe  as  unsubstantiated assertion.

Here  are  some frequent comments  by examiners  on answers:

lack of detail inadequate knowledge vague inaccurate generalizations

These  types  of comments  mean that the  answers  do  not contain enough 

evidence  to  answer the  question or support analysis.  This  is  one  of the  

most common weaknesses  in exam answers.

Other comments:

too much narration

knowledge is present but there is limited focus on the question

These  types  of comments  mean that the  candidates  know quite  a  lot but 

are  not using knowledge  to  answer the  particular question.  Answers  do  

not make clear links  to  the  focus of the  question.

Writing good  essays

Good essays  consist of a  combination of three  elements:

Question  focus 

Accurate and

relevant

knowledge

Analysis and

comments on  the

knowledge shown,

l inking  back to

the question  

A good essay structure will ensure that you dont miss out key factors,  keep  

your line of argument clear and your focus on the question at all times.

More information  on  essay skills can  be found in  the Skills sections at the end of 

each authoritarian state leader.
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2  Cu b a    Cas tro

the gll  cnex
Cuba,  a  small Caribbean island situated about 

1 45  kilometres  (90  miles)  o the  coast o Florida,  

was  a  Spanish colony or several centuries  until 

1 898,  when,  with the  help  o the  US ,  the  Cubans 

orced the  Spanish to  relinquish control o the  

island and remove all their troops  and ofcials.  

Cubas  ate  was always  closely intertwined with 

that o its  powerul neighbour,  and even as  early 

as  the  1 820s,  US  politicians had sought to  add 

Cuba to  the  United States,  viewing the  island as  

a  resource  to  be  exploited.  

Despite  ofcially gaining its  independence  rom 

Spain in 1 902 ,  Cuba took almost another 60  

years  to  become a truly sel-governing state.  

Ater the  revolution o 1 959,  when Fidel Castro  

gained power rom the  puppet government 

o Batista,  the  USA saw Cuba as  a  dangerous 

enemy that needed to  be  crushed by economic 

and,  at times,  military means.  Its  Latin American 

neighbours  viewed Cuba both as  a  threat to  their 

pro-American governments  and as  a  source  o 

hope  or the  let-wing nationalist movements  

that resisted them.  Ater 1 959  the  Soviet Union 

saw Cuba as  a  potential nuisance  or the  USA,  

then as  a  valuable  ally ( rom 1 961  to  1 962 )  and 

then,  ater the  Cuban Missile  C risis  o 1 962 ,  as  a  

dangerous and uncontrollable  maverick.  

1933

1940

1948

1953

1952

1955

Batistas coup;  promises air elections  

in  1954

Prisoner amnesty   Castro brothers go to  

Mexico;  meet Camilo  Cienuegos and   

Che Guevara

1934

1944

Prio  wins presidential  election

Attack on  Moncada;  Castro  arrested;  

Manifesto of the Revolutionaries of 

Moncada to the Nation  (Moncada  

Programme)  publ ished

Timeline

18951898

1901

192733

1886

18981902

Abolition  o slavery  in  Cuba

First US Occupation  o Cuba;  Cuba  nal ly  

independent in  1902

The Machado dictatorship

Batista  orces Grau  to  step down and  

gains more power;  new (conservative)  

government

Grau  beats Batistas designated  successor 

in  presidential  elections;  Batista  empties 

the Cuban  treasury  and  fees to  the  USA

Machado ousted by  coup (Sergeants 

Revolt) ;  replaced by Dr Grau; US prepares  

to invade

New Cuban constitution  establ ished;

Batista  wins presidential  election

 First War o Cuban Independence: 186878

  Second  War o Cuban  Independence:  

187980

  Third War o Cuban Independence 189598. 

[Cuban War o Independence]

The Platt Amendment,  dening the terms 

o USCuban relations
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1956

1959

1958

M-26-7 organizes unsuccessul  general  

strike; Batista convinced he can still  win

Failure  o Operation  Verano

Batista  resigns and  fees to  Dominican  

Republic

Movimiento 26 de Julio  (M-26-7)  created

Granma expedition;  deeat or Castro;  

guerri l la  war in  Sierra  Maestra

Castro enters Havana

Elections suspended  temporarily;  

Manuel  Urrutia  becomes president

INRA establ ished;  Agrarian  Reorm  

Act passed

Urrutia  resigns as president;  Osvaldo 

Dortics takes over as new president

Huber Matos arrested  or being  

anti-communist

1960

US bans some trade with  Cuba;   

USSR signs trade deal  with  Cuba

US-owned  oi l  reneries in  Cuba  reuse to  

rene Soviet crude oi l

US-owned oil  reneries nationalized by Cuba

US increases trade bans on  Cuba;  Cuban  

sugar exports to  USA cut;  USSR buys 

surplus to  save Cuban  economy

Cuba  national izes some US-owned  

businesses

Castro  at UN  General  Assembly;  Castro 

del ivers his First Declaration  o Havana  

speech;  close riendship with  Khrushchev;  

a l l  US businesses in  Cuba  national ized;  

establ ishment o Committees or the 

Deence o the Revolution  (CDRs)

US trade embargo on  exports to  Cuba

1961

Cuban Literacy  Campaign  launched

CIA launches unsuccessul  invasion  (the 

Bay  o Pigs) ;  Castro announces Cuban  

Revolution  as social ist

Pol itical  parties in  Cuba  dissolved;  let-

wing anti-Batista  groups merge to  orm the 

Integrated  Revolutionary  Organizations 

(ORI )   which  becomes the Communist 

Party  o Cuba (PCC)  in  1965

1965

1962

The Camarioca  Exodus

1976

1993

2002

2008

New constitution  announced;  creation  o 

the  National  Assembly  o Peoples Power 

(Poder Popular)

Castro  becomes president o Cuba

First direct elections to  the National  

Assembly

The National  Assembly  makes social ist 

orm o government permanent

Fidel  Castro  resigns as president,  ending 

49  years in  power;  his brother Ral  Castro 

takes over

1980

1994

2003

Fabin  Escalante  removed  rom power

Cuban Missile  Crisis

The Mariel  Boatl it

The Malecn  Exodus

Arrest o Varela  Project activists
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2.1  Castros  rise to  power 1959

Conceptual  understanding

Key questions

 What were the main  social ,  economic,  and  pol itical  factors that created  the 

situation  in  which  Castro could  come to  power?

 To what extent was Castros rise to  power due to  his own traits and  actions 

(as opposed  to  pre-existing socio-economic or sociopol itical  factors) ?

Key concepts

 Continuity

 Change

How did  Castro take control  of Cuba?
The  actions  and words  o f  F idel  C astro  have  helped to  shape  Cuba 

and the  world  for  more  than 5 0  years .  To  understand how this  

charismatic  lawyer- turned- revolutionary- turned- leader  was  able  

to  take  control  o f  Cuba  in  1 95 9 ,  within  only  s ix  years  o f  his  initial,  

failed attempt to  do  so ,  we  need to  examine  the  context  within 

which  he  was  operating.

 Cuba  in  the early  20th  century,  showing the six provinces and  major cities

Pinar
del  Rio

Matanzas

Matanza s

Camagey

Camagey

Sierra

M aestra

San tiago

de  Cuba

Guan tanamo

Bayamo

Moncada

Oriente

La
Habana

San ta  C la ra

Las Villas

H avana

M arie l

Yagua jay
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During the  1 9th century,  the  countrys  economy was  almost entirely 

dependent on slave-produced goods  and trade  with the  USA.  US  

corporations  owned many Cuban plantations.  European immigration 

had been primarily to  the  western part o the  island while  the  eastern 

provinces,  separated by the  heavily wooded S ierra Maestra mountain 

range,  was a  more  lawless,  politically neglected and economically 

undeveloped rontier land.  This  geographical divide  was exacerbated by 

the  ocean currents,  which meant that Cubas  main trading ports  were  

also  in the  west o the  island.  Escaped slaves  ound reuge  in the  east 

and,  by the  late  1 9th century,  there  was  a  marked ethnic division in 

Cuba,  too,  with most black Cubans living in the  east and those  o mainly 

Spanish descent in the  west,  where  they were  ar more  likely to  enjoy 

socio-economic advantages.  Oriente,  the  easternmost province,  was  

the  poorest and most rebellious  o the  islands  six provinces,  witnessing 

many slave  revolts.  

In 1 886  the  Spanish government nally abolished slavery in Cuba,  

partly in an eort to  stave  o the  calls  or independence,  but the  ormer 

slaves  and their descendants  were  relegated to  lives  o crippling poverty 

and political impotence  in the  eastern provinces.  This  is  why Jos  Mart 

chose,  in 1 895 ,  to  begin his  war against the  Spanish rulers  by stirring up  

a  revolt in Oriente  province.

This  social  divide  continued to  infuence  Cuban politics  in  the   

2 0th century,  engendering mass  support or  Fulgencio  B atista  in 

the  1 930s  and 1 940s.  B y the  1 950s,  in  spite  o the  limited social 

improvements  implemented by B atista  in  the  1 940s,  O riente  province  

still  had the  lowest literacy rates  in  Cuba  and accounted or  almost 

3 0  per cent o Cubas  unemployed.  With  all  these  actors  leading to  

severe  political  dissatisaction,  it  is  hardly surprising that Fidel C astro  

chose,  in  July 1 953 ,  to  emulate  Jos  Mart and start  his  revolution in 

Oriente  province.

Cuban  independence from Spain
From 1 868  to  1 898 ,  the  Cuban independence  movement ought three  

wars  to  orce  the  Spanish  to  relinquish their  hold on  the  is land.  The  

third and nal  war was  inspired by Jos  Mart ( 1 8531 895 ) ,  the  man 

who  would become  celebrated as  Cubas  greatest  national  hero    the  

Apostle  o Cuban independence .  D espite  not being a  military man,  

Mart was  killed in  action and his  martyrdom inspired his  o llowers  

to  accept nothing less  than the  complete  removal o the  Spanish.  

When ( by April  1 898)  the  Cuban nationalists  had gained the  upper 

hand in  their  struggle ,  the  USA  what Mart had reerred to  as  The  

Colossus  to  the  North   j o ined the  war on  their  s ide.  The  Spanish 

nally  relinquished their  hold on  Cuba  in  December 1 898 ,  but their 

troops  were  immediately replaced by US  troops,  heralding the  First 

US  occupation.  
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 Cartoon  from Puck Magazine ,  Apri l  1901

This  American cartoon was published a month 

after the  Platt Amendment of March 1 901 .  The  

caption reads:  Good governance  vs  revolution  

an easy choice.

1  What can you see?  Who or what does  each 

character represent?  What is  happening in 

the  image?

2  What does  it mean?  What message  is  the  artist 

trying to  convey?

3  Compare  this  source  to  the  statement made  

by US  President John F  Kennedy,  quoted  

later in this  chapter.  Identify the  similarities  

and differences  between the  two views of  

USCuban relations in the  20th century.

4 With reference to  its  origin and purpose,  assess  

the value of this source to  an historian studying 

USCuban relations in the 20th century.

Source skil ls

Cuba  and  the USA

During the  1 880s,  three  major factors  combined with the  political desire  

for an empire  to  drive  US  public opinion towards  intervention in Cuba:

1  the  increasing intensity of the  Cuban revolts  against Spanish rule

2  pressure  from American corporations and businessmen with 

investments  in Cuba

3  the  increased efforts  of Cuban nationalists  like  Jos  Mart.

US  businesses  had been closely involved with Cuba since  the  early  

1 9th century.  By 1 895 ,  US  corporations  had invested vast amounts  of 

money in Cuba and worried about what would happen if the  Cuban 

nationalists  won their independence  from Spain.  They exerted pressure  

on the  American government to  protect their interests.  Activists  from 

both Cuba and America used anti-Spanish propaganda to  sway public 

opinion towards supporting an American military intervention.  The  

American public grew more  supportive  of military action after February 

1 898,  when an American warship  ( the  USS  Maine)  mysteriously blew  

up  during a visit to  Cuba.  B laming the  Spanish for its  destruction,  the   
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US  government declared war in April 1 898.  By August,  the  Spanish 

orces  had been deeated and the  USA occupied Cuba.

In 1 902  the  USA ormally gave  Cuba its  independence,  but the  1 901  

Platt Amendment gave  the  USA the  right to  intervene militarily in 

Cuba whenever it wanted.  E lections  were  rigged in avour o candidates  

who would ollow pro-US  policies.  US  corporations  and trade  with 

the  USA dominated the  Cuban economy,  creating a  wide  gap  between 

the  extremely wealthy minority and the  increasingly impoverished 

and exploited majority.  As  a  urther reminder o their place  within the  

US  economic system,  Cubans  had the  evidence  o the  US  occupations  

( 1 8981 902  and 1 9061 909)  and the  so-called Sugar Intervention  o 

1 91 71 922   all o which saw US  troops  stationed in Cuba.  

Politicians who did not support the  US  economic policies  ound 

themselves  unable  to  gain power or were  removed within a very brie 

period.  The only Cuban governments  that survived were  noticeably 

corrupt.  Naturally,  this  ostered the  anti-Americanism already present in 

Cuba and set the  stage  or the  Cuban political movements o the   

20th century,  which were  based on the  idea that the  only way to  achieve  

socio-economic change was to  use  orce  to  enact political change.  

The Cuban Revolution  (19331934)  and  the puppet 

presidents (19341940)  

The corrupt and brutal dictatorship  o Gerardo Machado o the  1 920s  

was eventually overthrown in 1 933 .  S tudent protests  had been met 

with Machados  habitual police  brutality,  but the  impact o the  Great 

Depression (ater the  1 929  Wall S treet C rash)  on the  Cuban economy 

ensured wide  support or the  students,  with strikes  and protests  by 

workers.  The  turning point,  however,  was the  Sergeants  Revolt  o 

September 1 933 ,  when a group o army NCOs (non-commissioned 

ocers)  decided to  support the  students  and arrested their own ocers.  

They were  led by a  mixed-race  army stenographer rom an impoverished 

background who went on to  become the  most politically infuential man 

in Cuba:  Sergeant Fulgencio  Batista y Zaldvar.  

With encouragement rom the  US  government,  Machado resigned and 

was  replaced by a  provisional government headed by Dr Ramn Grau 

San Martn,  a  university proessor.  A new Cuba  was  promised,  with a  

democratic government,  an end to  social inequities,  higher wages,  lower 

prices,  and voting rights  or women.  Furthermore,  the  new government 

declared the  Platt Amendment null and void.  

These  proposed changes  worried the  corporations  and the  US  

government threatened military action.  The  provisional government 

began to  all apart under this  pressure,  Grau and his  ellow leaders  

struggling to  achieve  a  commonality o purpose  about how to  best  

serve  Cubas  needs while  placating the  USA.  The policies  o the  more   

let-wing elements,  such as  Eduardo Chibs  Ribas,  would not be  palatable  

to  the  USA,  so  Batista (now Chie o the  Armed Forces  and with the  

rank o colonel)  chose  to  support the  more  right-wing Colonel Carlos  

Mendieta y Monteur.  The  USA quickly recognized this  new provisional 

government and the  promise  o social and economic reorms died.  

Renewed student protests  and workers  strikes  were  again met with 
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police  and army brutality,  martial law was imposed and the  governments  

o the  1 930s  (oten reerred to  as  the  puppet presidents)  ound that the  

real power lay with Batista and the  armed orces.  

In an eort to  reduce  the  violence,  the  government bribed some o the  

armed gangs  that controlled the  University o Havana with positions  

o power ( such as  the  post o Chie o Police  in Havana) ,  but this  plan 

simply increased the  levels  o corruption within Cuban society and 

politics.  This  played into  Batistas  hands  by continuing to  show the  

weaknesses  o the  puppet presidents ,  thus  paving the  way or his  own 

electoral success  in 1 940.  

Signifcant individuals during Castros rise to  power

Jos Mart (18531895)  

A key  gure in  the Cuban  independence movement;  

ki l led  in  battle  by  the Spanish.  Pol iticians during the 

Republic o Cuba  (19021959)  regularly  attempted  to  

position  themselves in  the  publ ic consciousness as the 

ideological  heir o Mart.  

Gerardo Machado (18711939)  

A general  during the Cuban  War o Independence  

(18951898) ;  President o Cuba (19251933) ;  pressured  

by  the US to  resign during the Cuban Revolution  o 1933.

ngel  Castro y  Argiz (18751956)  

Spanish  immigrant to  Cuba;  sel-made Cuban  planter;  

ather o Fidel  Castro.

Dr Ramn Grau San Martn  (18811969)  

A popular university  lecturer who led  the Revolutionary  

Directorate  (19331934) ;  leader o the Partido Autntico;  

President o Cuba  19331934 and  19441948.

Fulgencio Batista  y  Zaldvar (19011973)  

A mixed-race, working class army sergeant; helped  lead  

the Sergeants Revolt (19331934) ; became Chie o Staf,  

then President o Cuba 19401944 and 19521959;  

ostered l inks between Cuba and US Maa; noted  or his 

regimes brutality  and corruption in  the 1950s; ed to  

Dominican Republic in  1958 and died  in  Spain.

Eduardo Ren Chibs Ribas (19071951)  

Cuban radio presenter and politician; set up the socialist 

Partido Ortodoxo in  1947; by late 1940s became strongly  

opposed to communism; expected to win election o 1952  

but Batista launched his coup beore votes were cast; kil led  

himsel l ive on air.

Ernesto Che Guevara (19281967)  

Argentine doctor; anti-imperialist; Marxist (although the 

extent o this is disputed) ; rebel  leader during Sierra Maestra  

campaign; declared one o the 100 most inuential  people 

o the 20th century by Time  magazine.

Francisco Frank Pas (19341957)

A schoolteacher who joined  M-26-7 ater Castros History  

wil l  absolve me speech; organized urban resistance to  

Batistas regime; led  Santiago uprising o November 1956;  

his arrest and  murder by  police led  to biggest spontaneous 

display o public hostil ity  to Batista since the coup in  1952.

Batistas presidency,  19401944
Batista was able to gain support rom a wide cross-section o Cuban society.  

His humble origins certainly helped:  he came rom an impoverished peasant 

background,  only learning to read and write ater he joined the army.  As  

Cubas frst non-white ruler,  he was able to draw on the support o the  

non-white population,  which ormed the majority o the disenranchised 

working classes.  His control o the military enabled him to improve the pay 

and conditions  and the promotion prospects  o non-white soldiers,  which 

won him their support.  This popular support was enhanced by Batistas  

eorts to bribe journalists,  clergymen,  and union leaders.  The result was that 

he was convinced that the Cubans genuinely loved him.

Batistas  presidency saw him remain true to  his  pro-American,   

pro-capitalism ideologies  while  placating his  communist supporters  

by introducing labour laws and social reorms intended to  redress  the  
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economic imbalance o Cuban society.  Batistas  Cuba began to  resemble  

a modern corporate  state ,  where  the  most economically powerul 

members  ( the  cattle  barons,  plantation owners,  industrialists,  and mill 

owners)  maintained their monopolies  and profts  by bargaining through 

government ministries.  The communists  and labour unions denounced 

his  detractors  and opponents  (especially Grau)  as  ascists.  

The Second World War (1 9391945)  proved a blessing or Batistas  

government as  demands or Cubas exports  (especially sugar)  skyrocketed,  

thus boosting the economy.  Although the majority o the profts went 

to  oreign corporations,  there was still a tangible  beneft or the average  

Cuban citizen.  This economic bonanza began to  wane ater the war ended 

and demand returned to  pre-war levels,  but by that time Batista was no  

longer in power.

The Autntico presidencies,  19441948 and  19481952

In 1 944 Batista was  constitutionally obliged to  step  down as  president.  

When it became apparent that his  chosen successor would lose  the  

election to  Grau and his  Autnticos,  Batista emigrated to  the  USA with 

a large  portion o the  Cuban treasury.  The  intention (as  identifed by US  

diplomatic cables  o the  time)  was  to  leave  Graus  presidency fnancially 

handicapped beore  it had even begun.  Batista continued to  be  involved 

in Cuban politics,  being elected to  the  Cuban Senate  in  absentia  in 1 948  

and getting Graus  grudging approval to  stand as  a  presidential candidate  

in the  1 952  election.  By this  time  the  Cuban political landscape  had 

changed,  with Eddy Chibss  Partido  Ortodoxo,  ounded in 1 947,  seen 

as  an alternative  to  the  communists,  who had been tainted by their 

association with Batistas  government.  The  Ortodoxos  had attracted the  

talents  o a  charismatic young law student who would go  on to  change  

Cuba and the  world:  Fidel Alejandro  Castro  Ruz.

The traditional Cuban political methods  o corruption,  violence,  

intimidation,  and bribery continued.  One o the  frst acts  o Graus  

presidency was  to  reward his  supporters  rom the  violent political gangs  

in Havana with appointments  such as  chie o police  or state  director o 

sports.  In return,  they provided the  Autnticos  (whose  leadership  and 

support base  were  drawn rom the  proessional middle  class)  with a  

private  army that acted as  bodyguards  and,  at times,  as  a  police  orce.  On 

a superfcial level,  they resembled the  Sturm Abteilung  that had played 

a similar role  or Hitlers  National Socialist party in Germany during 

the  1 920s and 1 930s.  Violence  and bribery was  used against Graus  

opponents  or,  when that ailed,  murder.  Fidel Castro,  at that time still a  

student in Havana,  was  thereore  not alone  in having to  survive  at least 

one  assassination attempt during his  time at university.  The  let-wing 

parties  also  used orce  and there  was  a  resurgence  o the  violence  that 

had waned during the  economic boom years  o 1 9401 945 .

Grau had abandoned socio-economic reorms in avour o ensuring the  

support o wealthy businessmen,  plantation owners,  and US  corporations.  

His  successor,  the  Autntico  president Carlos Pro  Socarrs,  continued in 

the  same vein.  This  administration became the most polarized,  corrupt,  

violent and undemocratic  since  1 901 .  The 1 952  elections were  fercely 

contested,  with support or the  Autnticos and Chibss  Ortodoxos  

pushing Batista into  a distant third place.  

 Fulgencio Batista  during the 1950s.  Despite  

resorting to  increasingly  dictatorial  methods,  

Batista  was stil l  convinced  that  he enjoyed  

the same popularity  with  the average Cuban  

people as he had  during his frst presidency   

o 19401944.
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Batistas coup,  March  1952
As the  election drew closer,  the  US  Maa sought (unsuccessully)  to  

protect their investments  by oering President Carlos  Pro  Socarrs  a  

bribe  o $250  000  to  stand down in avour o Batista.  In August 1 951 ,  

during his  weekly radio  show,  Eddy Chibs  announced his  suspicions 

o a  coup  by Batista,  then shot himsel live  on air.  (Unortunately or 

Chibs,  his  shockingly dramatic act occurred during a commercial break 

and was  not broadcast live  as  he  had intended. )  Seven months later,  

on 1 0  March 1 952 ,  he  was  proved correct when Batista used the  army 

(whose  loyalty he  had commanded since  the  1 930s)  to  stage  a  coup.  

The  coup met little  resistance  rom the  main political parties,  or the  

ollowing reasons:

1  Batista claimed ( alsely)  that Prio had been plotting a coup o his  own.

2  Batista promised to  hold air and ree  elections in 1 954.

3  The Cuban public was  weary o the  corruption o the  Autnticos  and 

(by extension)  all politicians.

4 Batista enjoyed the  support o the  military,  the  police,  and the  secret 

police  ( the  BRAC ) .

Batista was  also  helped by the  emerging Cold War between the  USA 

and the  USSR because  his  pro-business  rhetoric o the  1 930s and 1 940s  

helped guarantee  that the  US  government would not thwart his  seizure  

o power.  Some Cubans,  however,  wanted to  take  direct action to  

counter the  coup.  These  Cubans (mostly young,  white,  and middle  class)  

came rom dierent parts  o the  political spectrum but were  united in 

their rustration at the  lack o resistance  by the  political parties.  

BRAC

The Cuban  secret pol ice,  the  Bureau  or 

the  Repression  o Communist Activities 

(the BRAC) ,  ocused  on  preventing 

communist infuences in  Cuba.

Castros early  l ife

Fidel  Castro was the son o a  Spanish immigrant who had  

worked his way up rom labouring to eventually  becoming a  

wealthy  planter himsel.  Fidel  Alejandro Castro Ruz was born  

in  August 1926 (although Coltman claims that he was born in  

1927 and  his ather l ied  about his age to get him into school)  

and  he grew up among the children o the labourers on his 

athers plantations. Castro would  later claim that this exposure 

to the pl ight o the poor amil ies in  and  around his athers estate  

played a  ormative role in  shaping his later political  views.  

H is athers  wealth  and  connections helped  the  young Fidel  

to  access the prestigious,  Jesuit-run  Beln  col lege  in  Havana.  

He  was not an  ideal  student,  preerring sport to  academia,  

but Castro  went on  to  study  Law at the  University  o Havana  

in  1945.  At university,  he  quickly  became involved  in  the  

student activist movements that ormed  a  major part o 

university  l ie.

The emergence o Fidel  Castro
A consistent impression o Castro  is  that he  was  a  populist leader with 

an ability to  inspire  his  audiences  (especially young,  politically charged 

students)  through a combination o dramatic oratorical skills  and a 

somewhat simplistic message  o heroism and action.  He  had been drawn 

to  the  Ortodoxos  by their ideology o social reorm and justice,  not their 

strategy o ollowing the  parliamentary process.  

The  strongest indicators  o Castros  social conscience  and belie in  

socio-economic justice  are  his  actions prior to  1 953 .  Ater denouncing the  

corruption o the  government and its  links to  the armed gangs in 1 949,  

Castro  had (wisely)  fed to  the  US  or several months.  On his  return to  
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Cuba in 1 950,  he  completed his  law studies.  His  wies  wealthy amily 

oered to  arrange  a well-paid j ob  in a  prosperous  frm in Havana but 

Castro  and his  riends,  Jorge  Azpiazu and Raael Resende,  chose  instead 

to  set up  a  legal practice  in an impoverished area o Old Havana.  From 

1 950  to  1 952  they barely made enough money to  cover their meagre  

rent as  they deended the  victimized workers,  slum-dwellers,  detained 

students  and poor clients  in general .

Throughout this  time,  Castro  remained a vocal critic o the  seemingly 

endemic corruption and the  Autntico  government o President Pro  

in particular.  Despite  his  misgivings  about the  parliamentary route  or 

enacting social change,  he  also  grew more  involved in the  Ortodoxo 

campaign or the  1 952  elections  and was  nominated as  a  congressional 

candidate  by two poor districts.  However,  he  saw electoral success  

as  a  means  to  an end  stating years  later that his  intention,  had he  

been elected to  congress,  would have  been to  prepare  the  way or a  

revolutionary movement that would enact the  much-needed social and 

economic changes.  As  he  later declared,  he  was  convinced then that 

[change]  could only be  realized by revolutionary means .

By 1 954 the  US  government was using the  C IA  to  install US-riendly 

dictatorships  throughout Latin America and the  Caribbean.  To  avoid 

accusations o being too  socialist  and thereby inviting C IA intervention 

in Cuba,  Batista reversed or withheld the  long-awaited reorms to  

working conditions.  He  used the  corrupt judiciary and politicians  to  

maintain his  grip  on power while  using the  BRAC  to  brutally crush any 

opponents  (or potential opposition)  that the  courts  could not dissuade  

or block.  The  more  Batista relied upon violence  to  quell opposition,  the  

more  he  entrenched himsel in the  eyes  o Cubans  as  just another link in 

a  long chain o imperialist oppressors.  

While  the  Ortodoxo  leadership  advocated passive  resistance  and civil 
disobedience,  the  student and youth movements  argued or more  direct 

action and they rallied around young leaders  such as  Fidel Castro,  

who used militant rhetoric that harked back to  the  romantic Cuban 

nationalist myths  o a  glorious,  violent struggle  or reedom.  Castro  

launched a legal challenge  to  Batistas  undemocratic seizure  o power,  

but he  was  oiled by the  corrupt court system.  Realizing that he  had 

declared himsel unequivocally an enemy o the  state  and thereore  a  

target or arrest or assassination by the  BRAC,  Castro  went into  hiding 

and began planning the  armed revolution that he  elt was  now essential 

to  liberate  his  country.  

Castros attack on  the Moncada  Barracks,  26 July  1953

In 1 953  Fidel Castro  and his  brother Ral planned an uprising against 

the  Batista regime.  With approximately 1 60  young rebels,  mostly drawn 

rom the  Ortodoxo youth movement,  Castro  attacked the  Moncada 

Barracks  near Santiago  de  Cuba,  the  capital city o the  impoverished 

and turbulent Oriente  province.  The  plan was to  quickly capture  the  

barracks,  issue  a  rousing call to  the  people,  and rely on the  boldness  

o their actions  to  inspire  a  spontaneous  uprising in the  province.  The  

rebels  would then use  the  captured military weapons and supplies  

to  equip  the  masses,  thus  spreading the  revolution to  all o Cuba.  

B loodshed was  to  be  avoided i at all possible.  

CIA 

President Harry S. Truman created  

the American spy agency, the Central  

Intelligence Agency (CIA)  in 1947. The 

CIA had the role o intelligence service to  

support the actions o the US military and  

to counter the Soviet spy agency, the KGB.  

By 1953, the CIAs remit had expanded to  

include the role o infuencing governments.
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Research and  thinking skil ls

Before the attack on  the Moncada  Barracks,  Castro made 

this speech:

In  a  ew hours you will be victorious or deeated,  

but regardless o the outcome   listen  well,  riends  

this movement will triumph.  I you win  tomorrow,  the 

aspirations o Mart will be ulflled sooner.  I we ail,  

our action  will nevertheless set an  example or the 

Cuban  people,  and rom the people will arise resh 

young men  willing to  die or Cuba.  They will pick up 

our banner and move orward   The people will 

back us in  Oriente and in  the whole island.  As in   

68 and 92,  here in  Oriente we will give the frst cry 

o Liberty or Death!

Coltman,  L.  2003.  The Real Fidel Castro.  New Haven.   

Yale  University  Press.

Research the speeches of at least two pol itical  leaders.  

Compare the ways in  which  they  choose words and  

phrases to  accentuate their main  arguments.  I f possible,  

watch  video footage of them del ivering the speeches.  

Compare the body  language and  gestures employed. Use 

this to  help you  decide the extent to  which  major events 

are shaped  by  the actions and  personal ities of leaders.

The plan ailed dismally,  with 1 9  dead soldiers and policemen,  and 27  

wounded.  In contrast,  six attackers were killed and a urther 1 5  wounded 

during the fghting.  The garrisons commanding ofcer,  Colonel Alberto del 

Ro Chaviano,  told his soldiers to capture the remaining attackers,  torture  

and kill them.  According to Castro,  56  o the attackers were tortured to  

death ater their capture.  Castro survived thanks to a black lieutenant,  Pedro  

Sarra,  who ignored these instructions and prevented his men rom torturing 

or executing their prisoners.  The ethnicity o this ofcer is relevant since,  at 

that time,  black and mixed-race Cubans were mainly supportive o Batista,  

Cubas frst non-white ruler.  Castro and his guerrillas were all o Spanish 

descent and resembled the white ruling elite that had disenranchised the  

non-white Cubans or centuries.  Despite having no sympathy or Castros  

cause,  the lieutenant decided to take Castro to the town prison instead o to  

the barracks,  thus saving his lie and altering the course o history.

 July  1953:  Castro  ( seated,  right)  being interrogated  by  Colonel  Alberto  del  Ro  Chaviano 

( seated,  let)  and  accompanied  by  Lieutenant  Pedro  Sarra  ( standing,  right) ,  the  ofcer 

who arrested  Castro  and  prevented  his men  rom torturing or ki l l ing him.  Also  present  

is  Pol ice  Chie Jose Izquierdo  Rodriguez ( standing,  let) .  Colonel  Chaviano was later 

promoted  to  general  and  given  control  o the campaign  against  Castros guerri l las in  the 

Sierra  Maestra.  Lieutenant  Sarra  was never promoted.
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Research and  thinking skil ls

Compare H itlers Munich  Putsch  

(November 1923)  with  Castros attack on  

the Moncada  Barracks (July  1953) .  Draw 

a  table  with  two columns (one or each)  

and  identiy  the similarities in  terms o:

  why this happened

  what happened

  why this was signicant in  the  

short term

  why this was signicant in  the  

long term.

Repeat the  process or the d iferences 

between the two events.

Similarities between  Castros trial  in  1953  and  Hitlers in  1924

There were similarities between the way  in  which  Adol H itler and  Fidel  Castro  

used  their respective trials to  their advantage:

  Neither admitted  regret or their attempts to  seize power.

  Both were relatively unknown, relatively minor political  activists prior to their trials.

  Both  became household  names (and  gained  international  recognition)  as a  

result o their trials.

  Both  used  their eloquent publ ic speaking skil ls to  del iver their maniesto to  a  

wider audience.

  Both  used  their trials to  publ icly  denounce their respective governments 

as i l legitimate.

  Both  gained  many  supporters as a  result o their perormance at their trials.

  Both  (or d iferent reasons)  were treated  relatively  leniently  when sentenced.

  Both  commemorated  the  date  o their ai led  attempts once they  had  power:

  Castro named  his revolutionary  movement Movimiento 26 de Julio  ater 

the  date  o his attack on  the Moncada  Barracks

  The NSDAP marked  the 15th  anniversary  o the Munich  Putsch  with   

anti-Jewish  riots ( later known as Kristallnacht)

The simplicity o Castros  plan has  been described as  naive,  reckless  

and somewhat over-ambitious   both the  attack itsel and,  by 

extension,  Castros  entire  revolutionary escapade.  The  ailure  o the  

attack could well have  been the  end o Castros  revolution i it had not 

been or some ortuitous  events.  

Castros trial  and  the Moncada  Programme, October 1953
The evidence o soldiers torturing captured rebels to death created a scandal 

that orced Batista to bring the surviving rebels ( including the Castro  

brothers,  Fidel and Ral)  to trial.  During the trial,  Castro openly admitted his  

role in the attack and justifed it by pointing out the illegal nature o Batistas  

coup and regime.  The trial gave Castro a national platorm to deliver his  

maniesto  the amous History will absolve me  speech  in which he said:  

When we speak o the people,  we do not mean the comortable and conservative 

sectors o the nation,  who welcome any regime o oppression,  any dictatorship,  any 

despotism,  prostrating themselves beore the master o the moment until they grind 

their oreheads into the ground.  We understand by people,  when we are speaking 

o struggle,  to mean the vast unredeemed masses,  to whom all make promises and 

who are deceived and betrayed by all; who yearn or a better,  more dignifed and 

more just nation; who are moved by ancestral aspirations o justice,  having suered 

injustice and mockery generation ater generation; and who long or signifcant and 

sound transormations in  all aspects o lie,  and who,  to attain them,  are ready to  

give even the very last breath o their lives,  when they believe in something or in  

someone,  and above all when they believe sufciently in  themselves.  

. . .  As or me,  I know that prison will be hard   but I do  not ear it,  just as I do  

not ear the ury o the despicable tyrant that tore out the lives o seventy o my 

brothers.  Condemn me.  It does not matter.  History will absolve me.
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Another crucial eect o the  trial was that it gave  Castro  the  chance  

to  outline  his  vision or a  new Cuba,  in what became known as  the  

Moncada Programme .  His  desire  or a  more  open,  airer society and 

an end to  the  corruption that plagued Cuban politics  struck a chord with 

the  working classes.  In short,  his  eloquence  and courage  at the  trial won 

him many new supporters  ( including Frank Pas,  a  young teacher rom 

Santiago de  Cuba who would go  on to  play a  crucial role  in Castros  

uture  success)  and embarrassed Batista even urther.  

Many o his  co-deendants  at the  trial were  let o with relatively  

lenient sentences.  Castro  and his  brother were  sentenced to  1 5  and  

1 3  years  respectively,  thus removing their threat to  the  regime.  However,  

in the  run-up to  the  presidential elections  promised or 1 954,  Batista 

relaxed the  censorship  laws in Cuba and allowed rival political parties  

to  campaign.  This  meant that Castros  supporters  could also  campaign 

or his  reedom.  With both internal and international pressure  to  appear 

more  lenient,  Batista granted all political prisoners  ( including the  Castro  

brothers)  an amnesty in May 1 955 .

As the only candidate,  Batista had won  the 1 954 elections but this did 

not signal the end o his  problems.  His  secret police  orce was kept busy 

dealing with the increasing numbers o opposition groups plotting against 

his  regime.  Castros  Movimiento de 26 Julio  seemed a minor concern in 

comparison and,  not or the rst or last time in history,  the regime dismissed 

as insignicant was the group that would eventually destroy them.

By 1 955  Batistas  regime was  growing more  unpopular and his  responses  

to  the  increasing number o protests  was growing more  repressive.   

A cycle  o violence  ensued,  with more  protests  and a series  o bombings,  

leading to  even more  government repression.  

Castros exile  in  Mexico and  return  to  Cuba,  19551956
Following his  release  rom prison in May 1 955 ,  Fidel Castro  attempted 

to  re-enter the  political arena but,  within six weeks,  he  and his  brother 

Ral had fed to  Mexico.  Their growing popularity and unwillingness  

to  repent or their revolutionary actions  made them likely targets  or 

re-arrest or assassination by BRAC  agents.  This  served to  strengthen 

Castros  belie that Cuba (and Latin America in general)  could not 

achieve  meaningul change  through parliamentary methods.  

The Moncada Programme

This was Castros programme or social  
reorm, comprising fve Revolutionary  
Laws:

1 Return  power to  the people by  
reinstating the 1940 constitution

2 Land  reorm: giving rights to  those 
l iving or squatting on  small  plots 
( less than  165  acres)

3 Proft sharing or industrial  workers 
(30 per cent o the companys profts)

4 Proft sharing or sugar workers (55  
per cent o the companys profts)

5 End  corruption:  those ound  guilty  
o raud  to  have their property  
confscated   this would  then  be used  
to  pay  or workers pensions,  schools,  
hospitals and  charities

Movimiento de 26 Julio

Castro used  the date o the ai led  attack 
on  the Moncada  Barracks as the name o 
his revolutionary  group:  Movimiento 26 

de Julio,  or M-26-7.

Quote  rom US  President Kennedy rom 24 October 1 963 :

I believe that there is no country in the world,  including any and all 

the countries under colonial domination,  where economic colonization,  

humiliation and exploitation were worse than in Cuba,  in part owing to my 

countrys policies during the Batista regime.  I approved the proclamation that 

Source skil ls

  Both  claimed  that history  would  judge them more airly  than  the court:

  Hitler claimed  that the goddess o the  eternal  court o H istory    fnds 
us not guilty.

  Castro used  the phrase H istory  wil l  absolve me. 
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In Mexico in 1 955 ,  Castro organized the M-26-7  group in preparation or 

their return to Cuba.  M-26-7  members in Cuba ormed secret underground 

cells to help support Castros return.  Frank Pas established one such group 

in Santiago de Cuba.  These secret groups began stockpiling weapons 

and ammunition as well as printing anti-regime newsletters and posters,  

spreading the promises o the Moncada Programme throughout the country 

and preparing the way or popular uprisings in support o Castros cause.  

During his  time in Mexico,  Castro  met Camilo  C ienuegos,  a  young 

Cuban nationalist,  and Ernesto  Che  Guevara,  an idealistic young 

Argentinian doctor.  Both o them,  like  Castro,  were  committed to  the  

cause  o ridding Latin America o American corporate  imperialism.  

Castro  was less  committed to  Marxist or communist ideals  than Guevara 

and more  interested in Cuban nationalism.  In 1 956,  Castro  fatly reuted 

Batistas  claims that he  was a  communist,  writing an article  in which he  

denounced the  Cuban dictators  ormer links to  that party.  In particular,  

he  played upon the  act that Batistas  1 940  election victory was due  to  

the  support o the  communists  ( the  PSP)  and that hal a  dozen o his  

present ministers  and close  collaborators  were  leading members  o the  

Communist Party .

Although his  condemnation o the  PSP was  obviously a  political move 

designed to  reassure  his  more  conservative  supporters,  Castro  had oten 

been critical o the  communists.  In particular,  he  was wary o aligning 

himsel too  closely with them due  to  the  level o control exercised by the  

USSR over their actions.  Furthermore,  the  PSP at this  time were  calling 

or non-violent opposition to  Batista and this  was  not what Castro  

wanted.  Their earlier collaboration with Batista had made the  PSP o the  

1 950s  unpopular among Cuban workers.

By early 1 956  Castro  had enough support or his  ideas  and his  M-26-7  

movement to  ocially break away rom the Ortodoxos .  M-26-7  members  

in Cuba immediately began to  increase  their eorts  to  pave the  way or 

Castros  return.  In Oriente  province,  since  the  Moncada Barracks attack,  

Castros  movement had gained great popularity.  Especially due to  the  

work o Frank Pas  and the  other cells,  recruitment increased,  as  did the  

essential work o gathering medical supplies  and military equipment with 

which to  support the  rebels.  

Meanwhile,  in Mexico,  Castro had secretly recruited,  armed,  and trained a 

ghting orce o 82  volunteers who would sail with him on his  mission to  

liberate  Cuba.  With unds rom a variety o anti-Batista sources ( including 

ex-President Pro) ,  Castro had purchased an old yacht ( the Granma) .  As he  

had promised,  Fidel Castro would return to  Cuba beore the end o 1 956.

Fidel Castro made in the Sierra Maestra,  when he justifably called or justice 

and especially yearned to rid Cuba o corruption.  I will even go urther: to some 

extent it is as though Batista was the incarnation o a number o sins on the 

part o the United States.  Now we shall have to pay or those sins.  In the matter 

o the Batista regime,  I am in agreement with the frst Cuban revolutionaries.

Question

To what extent do you agree with the quote rom Kennedy above?  

Use the rest o this section to help you in your answer.
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The Granma  expedition  and  Santiago uprising,  November 1956

Castros  invasion orce  o 82  revolutionaries  were  secretly carried rom 

Tuxpan in Mexico  to  the  western tip  o Oriente  province,  near the  

town o Manzanillo.  The  landing point was chosen partly because  o its  

symbolic nature   it was  288  kilometres  ( 1 80  miles)  west o where  Jos  

Mart had landed during his  expedition in 1 895 .

The PSP ailed to  dissuade  Castro  rom launching the  expedition,  arguing 

in vain or non-violent opposition to  Batista.  When it became clear that 

this  would not work,  they tried to  get him to  wait until ater the  cane  

harvest in January to  coincide  with planned strike  activity.  Furthermore,  

Frank Pas  inormed Castro  that the  Oriente  M-26-7  cells  were  not 

yet ready to  support the  expedition.  However,  Castro  was adamant 

that it would go  ahead as  planned,  arguing that the  longer they took 

to  launch it,  the  greater their chances  o being discovered.  Castro  had 

publicly declared that he  would return to  liberate  Cuba beore  1 957  

and he  showed his  awareness  o the  importance  o public relations  and 

propaganda by his  determination not to  renege  on this  promise.  

Due to their lack o unds and the need to  maintain secrecy,  the rebels  

were ill equipped and the Granma  was a leaky,  ageing yacht in terrible  

condition.  The 1 988-kilometre (1 235-mile)  crossing was hazardous and 

uncomortable due to  bad weather and conditions in the overcrowded boat 

(designed or 25  passengers,  not 82) .  Almost immediately,  the Granma ran 

into a storm and nearly oundered,  losing precious time and uel as they 

rescued a man who ell overboard.  Due to  mechanical problems and their 

dwindling uel reserves,  they were orced to jettison precious supplies.  As a  

result,  the crossing took two days longer than planned.  

The  plan also  called or a  popular uprising in Santiago de  Cuba and 

a simultaneous  attack on the  Moncada Barracks once  the  Granma  

expedition had landed.  However,  the  delayed journey and poor 

communications  meant that this  attack was launched two days  too  early.  

Frank Pass  rebel cells  engaged the  army and police  but,  without Castros  

support,  they could not hope  to  win.  Ater 30  hours  o sporadic ghting,  

they withdrew,  pursued by Batistas  army and a number o planes.  

One  indication o how support or Castros  revolution had grown since  

1 953  is  how,  during this  second attack on the  Moncada Barracks,  at 

least 67  soldiers  reused to  ght the  rebels.  Some policemen in Santiago  

j oined the  rebels  and willingly gave  them their weapons,  while  many 

citizens  helped the  rebels  hide  rom the  army.  Those  rebels  who did  

not fee  to  the  countryside  removed their olive  drab  uniorms and  

black-and-red armbands,  hid their weapons and merged back into  their 

normal lives.  They elt sae  to  do  this,  trusting the  citizens  o Oriente  to  

not hand them over to  the  BRAC,  police  or army.

Journey  to  the Sierra  Maestra,  November 1956
Two days ater the Santiago uprising,  with the M-26-7  orces dispersed and 

deeated,  the Granma  eventually arrived.  It ran aground o the designated 

landing point,  orcing the sick,  exhausted and hungry revolutionaries  

to  carry their heavy equipment ashore through the shallows and the  

mudfats.  Batistas  air orce soon spotted them and they were attacked by 

planes and warships,  with the threat that the army would soon arrive,  too.  
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Leaving their equipment,  they pushed into the dense cover o the swamp 

but,  within days,  they walked into an ambush that all but destroyed them.  

They were orced to  leave most o their weapons,  ammunition,  ood,  and 

medical supplies  as  they fed through what Castro later described as  that 

hellish swamp  and into the orests  o the S ierra Maestra mountain range.

Only about 1 8  ( the  exact number is  disputed)  o the  original  

82  revolutionaries  survived the  trek into  the  S ierra Maestra and the  

army attacks  that plagued them.  Castro  later claimed that the  majority 

o his  men who died were  murdered ater capture.  Although this  could 

be  anti- regime propaganda,  the  actions  o the  government orces  during 

the  1 950s  ( especially ater the  Moncada attack)  suggest that he  was  

probably correct.

The Sierra  Maestra  campaign,  19561959
The survivors ( including the Castro  brothers,  Che Guevara,  Juan Almeida 

Bosque and Camilo  C ienuegos)  eventually regrouped deep in the  S ierra 

Maestra mountains to  orm the core  o the  guerrilla army.  As planned,  

they would wage a hit-and-run campaign against Batistas  orces in 

Oriente  province.  With help  rom the peasants  and M-26-7  activists  ( such 

as  Melba Hernndez,  Frank Pas,  Vilma Espn,  Celia Snchez and Hayde  

Santamara) ,  the  rebels  began their campaign.

Even in the ace o seemingly insurmountable  odds,  Castro remained 

(at least publicly)  positive.  According to  one anecdote,  shortly ater the  

ambush that had dispersed and decimated the attack orce,  one bedraggled 

group o ghters nally joined up with Castros  equally bedraggled and 

demoralized group.  When Castro saw Che Guevara and his  handul o 

disease-ridden,  mostly unarmed rebels  trudging miserably towards their 

camp,  he had jumped up and cheerully exclaimed Ahora s,  Batista se 

jodi!  ( loosely translated as Batistas  had it now!) .  In addition to  Castros  

morale-boosting leadership,  the rebels  were also helped by a number o 

other actors  most importantly support rom the peasants.

Gaining the support  of the peasants

The Fidelistas ,  as  Castros  rebels  were  known,  were  instructed to  treat 

the  long-mistreated peasants  o the  region with kindness  and respect,  

paying or whatever they needed.  Castro  and Guevara insisted that they 

should educate  the  peasants  they encountered,  whose  illiteracy rate  was  

more  than 80  per cent.  They also  provided medical assistance  wherever 

they went.  For many o these  peasants,  Guevara was the  rst trained 

doctor that they had ever seen.  

The Fidelistas also helped the peasants with physically demanding tasks such 

as gathering the harvest.  They used this chance to listen to the grievances  

o the peasants while telling them what the M-26-7  movement promised 

to do.  Abusive landlords and corrupt ocials were tried and punished by 

Castros men.  Furthermore,  any o Castros own men caught mistreating the  

peasants could also expect to be severely and switly punished.

Through these methods,  Castro managed to turn the peasants passively 

sympathetic attitude into active support by mid-1 957.  However,  possibly 

the strongest recruiter or the rebels was,  ironically,  Batistas own regime.  In 

response to  the rebels  hit-and-run attacks,  Batistas army and police would 

oten resort to brutal treatment o peasants suspected o helping the rebels.  

 Fidel  Castro  with  a  hunting rife,  in  the Sierra  

Maestra  Mountains,  1957.  Behind  him stand  

Camilo  Cienuegos ( right,  with  the  Thompson  

submachine gun)  and  his  brother Raul  ( let,  

with  a  hunting rife) .  Their American  weapons 

and  mil itary  equipment  are the  same as the  

Cuban  army  would  have had.
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The army compounded the rebels  advantages by adopting a reactive  

strategy intended to  contain Castros  orces.  They did not engage the   

rebels with counter-insurgency tactics but relied on their main advantages  

(US-supplied military equipment,  including tanks,  aircrat and artillery)  

and remained within their heavily deended garrisons.  This  made them 

static targets  or the rebels  who were rapidly learning the importance  

o mobility and surprise  in their attacks.  The rebels  oten attacked army 

patrols  to  grab weapons and ammunition beore disappearing back into  

the dense orests.  The armys  brutal methods o interrrogation played 

into Castros  hands by increasing still urther the peasants  support or his  

rebels.  It also  led to  an increasingly demoralized army.  

In contrast,  the  Fidelistas  were  under strict instructions  to  avoid brutality 

with civilians  or captured enemy soldiers.  The  torture  or murder o 

prisoners  was  orbidden and,  i the  situation permitted,  an enemys  

wounds would be  treated.  However,  i any person (Fidelista,  civilian or 

soldier)  was  ound guilty o crimes  against the  peasants  he  would be  

(ater a  brie trial)  executed by the  unit leader or the  injured party.  Most 

peasants  saw this  harsh but eective  brand o revolutionary justice  as  ar 

airer than the  corrupt police  and legal system.

 Che Guevara  ( left)  relaxing with  friend  and  fel low Fidelista  Camilo  Cienfuegos during the  

last  days of the Sierra  Maestra  campaign,  c.  1958

The rural  campaign  

Castro  had not intended to  wage  the  war rom a rural base,  but the  

ailure  o the  Santiago  uprising and his  own disastrous  landing two days  

later meant that he  had to  adjust his  plans.  He  abandoned the  initial 

strategy ( to  inspire  an urban-based campaign o sabotage,  insurrection,  

and guerrilla activity)  in avour o a  rural guerrilla campaign,  which 

soon developed into  ull- scale  engagements  with the  army in the  S ierra 

Maestra.  This  shows one  o the  actors  that led to  Castros  eventual 

success:  his  movements  fexibility and his  willingness  to  adapt to  the  
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situation.  This  would not have  been possible  with a less  motivated or 

resilient cadre  o activists.  Other anti-Batista organizations  had also  tried 

to  use  orce  against the  regime but had ailed to  overcome the  army 

and police.  The  wide  array o his  opponents   students  in March 1 957;  

the  Ortodoxo ex-president Pro  and his  supporters  in May 1 957;  some 

ocers  and sailors  in C ienuegos in September  all ailed.  This  only 

helped to  secure  Castros  position in the  public consciousness  as  the  only 

opponent to  Batistas  regime who had a chance  o success.  

The role  of the urban  revolutionary  movements

Oten overlooked in descriptions  o the  Cuban Revolution is  the  

invaluable  role  o the  urban revolutionaries.  The  underground cells  o 

the  M-26-7  movement hiding in the  cities  embarked upon a determined 

campaign o sabotage  and propaganda to  support Castros  guerrilla 

campaign in the  S ierra Maestra.  They coordinated with middle-class  

proessionals  and Ortodoxos,  organized strikes,  anti-regime grati 

and the  dissemination o inormation to  counter the  governments  

own propaganda.  As  Balour states,   the  war in the  S ierra could not be  

described in any sense  as  a  peasant war.

According to  one calculation,  over 30  000 acts  o sabotage were  

committed during the two-year campaign.  Carlos Franqui,  a revolutionary 

who in 1 960  fed Cuba in protest at Castros  alignment with the USSR,  

declared that Castro and his immediate ollowers were the heart and soul 

o the revolution  not the peasants,  as  the propaganda claimed:  

The Comandante and his Twelve Followers were the revolution,  not the 

city,  the clandestine war,  the 26 July Movement,  the strikes,  the sabotage,  the 

peoples boycott of Batistas elections.  The revolution  was the hero not the 

people.

While  this  verdict can be  put down to  the  bitterness  o a  disillusioned 

ormer comrade,  it cannot be  entirely ignored.  Was  the  Cuban revolution 

really about the  people  o Cuba,  or about Castro  and his  ollowers  

imposing their view upon the  nation?  The  level o popular support that 

the  M-26-7  rebels  enjoyed would suggest that a  good proportion o 

Cubas  populace  shared the  revolutionary aims.

Comparison  of Castros Sierra  campaign  and  

Maos Long March

There were similarities between Castros Sierra  campaign  

o 1956 and  Mao Zedongs Long March  o 19341936:

  Both  were outnumbered  by  enemy orces.

  Both  operations began  badly,  were heavily  outgunned  

by  their enemies and  were nearly  wiped  out.

  Both  lost much  o their orce to  desertion  as the  

situation  looked  increasingly  bleak.

  Both  aced  difculties in  resupply.  

  Both were leading orces o ideological ly  driven and  

committed troops against an enemy whose army  

mostly  comprised conscripts and unmotivated  soldiers.

  Both  sides struggled  to  gain  recruits at rst;  their 

seemingly  impossible  pl ight d iscouraged  any  but the 

most dedicated  rom joining them. 

  Both initially  began an urban campaign that then had to  

move to the countryside.  

  Both ordered their troops to treat the peasants with  

kindness, help them, educate them and not abuse them.

  Both  were acing an  enemy who treated  the peasants 

with  d isdain  and  brutal ity,  thus helping the rebels 

even  urther.

  Both  were successul  at planting revolutionary  seeds 

among the peasants and  recruiting them, leading to  

their uture  success.
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Frank Pass  resistance cells  had been the  hub or the  M-26-7  organization 

in Oriente  province and his  murder by the  police  in July 1 957  in Santiago  

sparked a strike  that soon spread rom Santiago to  the  provinces o 

Camagey and Las Villas.  Batista reacted by suspending constitutional 

rights,  thus playing into  the  hands o those  who labelled him an 

undemocratic dictator.

Castros  orces  in the  S ierra Maestra gained in strength during this  time,  

launching more  attacks  against the  increasingly demoralized government 

outposts  and orcing Batista to  withdraw his  orces  entirely rom the  

area by spring 1 958.  In March 1 958,  the  rebels  called or a  nationwide  

general strike  as  a  show o solidarity with the  M-26-7  movement.  The  

strike  was  organized or 9  April and received strong support in eastern 

and central Cuba.  However,  it had little  success  in the  west,  where  the  

majority o the  labour orce  lived.  S ince  the  labour unions and the  PSP 

still mostly supported Batista,  Batista elt that he  must still enjoy popular 

support,  so  he  authorized his  police  orce  to  employ brutal methods  to  

quell the  protests.  Castro  himsel described the  ailure  o the  general 

strike  as  a major setback.  However,  it was  not enough to  regain Batista 

the  support he  was  losing rom almost all sectors  o Cuban society;  nor 

did it reinvigorate  his  demoralized army.

Overall,  the  urban campaigns  did not enjoy the  same degree  o success  

as  the  rural campaign and,  by 1 958,  the  resistance  to  Batista was 

centred around the  liberated areas  o the  S ierra Maestra mountains  and 

Oriente  province.

Castros use of propaganda  

Castro was clearly  aware o the power o political  speeches 

and  propaganda, which he had used  to good efect in  his 

student days. One aim o his Moncada plan had  been  

to capture the radio at the base and use it to broadcast 

revolutionary  messages to inspire the hoped-or uprising.  

Similarly,  in  1957, one o the rebels rst acts was to  

establish Radio Rebelde  (Rebel  Radio)  to broadcast their 

propaganda and  to counteract the government propaganda.  

As Batistas orces ai led  to  crush  the guerril la  movement,  

the radio  broadcasts exaggerated  its victories and  

continued  to  inorm the Cuban  publ ic about the Moncada  

Programme and  other M-26-7  promises.  They  also served  

to  counter the government claims that Castro was dead.  

Growing international  awareness o the brutal ity  o 

Batistas regime,  contrasted  with  the seemingly  noble 

and  charismatic Fidel istas,  helped  convince the US 

government to  withdraw their mil itary  support or the 

regime.  With  Castros broadcasts constantly  advertising 

his plans or rejuvenating the Cuban  economy, business 

leaders began  to  give their support to  the rebels.  

Castros propaganda  a lso  helped  to  convince Batista  

that,  by  1958,  the  guerri l la  army  in  the  Sierra  Maestra  

numbered  between  1000 and  2000 experienced  

ghters.  In  real ity ,  Castro  had  l i ttle  more  than  300 

ghters unti l  just beore  his nal  victory  in  1959.  

Batistas counter-attack:  Operation  Verano

In June 1 958,  convinced that the  tide  was turning in his  avour,  Batista 

launched Operation  Verano  (Operation Summer)  with 1 2  000  government 

troops,  backed by air support,  tanks,  and artillery.  Despite  their 

overwhelming superiority in numbers  and equipment,  the  government 

orces  were  handicapped by a  number o weaknesses:  

1  More than hal (approximately 7000)  were  conscripts  with little  

training and even less  incentive  to  fght.  

Class discussion

Discuss the role played by propaganda   

in  securing Castros rise to power.
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2  The operational command was  divided between two rival generals:  

General Eulogio  Cantillo  and the  inept,  but politically connected,  

General Alberto  del Rio  Chaviano ( the  same ocer who,  as  a  

colonel,  had been responsible  or the  torture  and execution o the  

Moncada attackers  in 1 953 ) .  

3  Castros  orces  knew the  ground well and were  able  to  prepare  or 

the  oensive  by planting mineelds  and planning ambushes.  

4 By mid-1 958  the  local population was rmly supportive  o Castro  

and his  men,  providing them with excellent intelligence about troop  

movements  while  doing the  exact opposite  or the  government orces.  

The  rst major engagements  were  a  disaster or the  army,  which 

suered heavy casualties.  Castros  men oten treated their enemies  

merciully,  sometimes even allowing them the  choice  to  j oin the  rebels.  

This  encouraged the  disheartened troops to  seek out an opportunity to  

surrender rather than ght.

The  one  government victory  o Operation  Verano ,  the  Battle  o Las  

Mercedes  ( 29  July to  8  August) ,  was  still  a  victory or the  rebel orces  

in the  long run.  An ambush succeeded in trapping two  rebel columns,  

killing 70  men.  Total disaster was  avoided because  Guevaras  column 

managed to  cut o 1 500  army reinorcements.  This  bought time  or 

Castro  to  negotiate  a  ceasere  and suggest that he  was  willing to  

discuss  an end to  the  war.  During the  six days  o the  negotiations,  

the  rebel orces  quietly slipped away so  that when the  negotiations 

eventually ailed,  the  Cuban army resumed their assault but ound no 

rebels  let to  ght.

Castros victory

Following the  ailure  o 

Operation  Verano,  Batistas  

orces  were  aware  that 

the  end was  nigh.  Castro  

immediately launched a 

counter-attack to  capitalize  

on the  situation.  His  orces  

now moved into  central 

Cuba,  their numbers  swollen 

by peasants  and army 

deserters.  By December 1 958  

the  Fidelistas  numbered 

nearly 3000   a  remarkable  

growth rom the  original 

1 8  survivors  o the  Granma  

expedition.  Castros  

supporters  abroad helped 

him by smuggling in new 

weapons and ammunition 

by plane  but most o the  

rebel weapons came rom 

Batistas  own orces,  which 

had surrendered them or let 

them behind as  they fed.  

a
t
L

Thinking and communication skil ls

1 List the main  reasons or the ailure 

o Batistas counter-attack (Operation 

Verano) .

2 Explain  the signifcance o the ailure o 

Operation Verano  in  terms o the fnal  

outcome o the Cuban Revolution.  

 Fidel  Castro  and  his  Fidelistas  celebrate their victory  in  1959.  
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Why did  the Batista  regime col lapse?
According to  Balour,  the  main reason or the  Batista regimes  collapse  

was because  it was corrupt and barbarous .  Additionally,  Batistas  

ailure  to  retain the  support o any social elites  meant that he  relied 

on the  communist- led trade unions and organized labour.  The M-26-7  

movements  promises  o reducing corruption appealed to  the  working 

classes,  especially the  peasants  in eastern and central Cuba.  The  

escalating violence  and the  economic crisis  caused by their revolution 

damaged Batistas  support rom the business  elite  ( support that had 

already been weakened by the  corruption o his  regime) .  His  ailure  to  

counter Castros  propaganda,  combined with his  police  orces  use  o 

torture,  led to  public pressure  on the  US  government to  withdraw their 

support or Batista while  simultaneously encouraging more  international 

support or Castro.  Even Batistas  connections to  the  politically powerul 

US  corporations and the  Maa could not hide  his  regimes  corruption 

and brutality.

Batista believed that he  could recreate  the  popularity that he  had 

enjoyed during his  1 9401 944 presidential term.  However,  the  

illegitimacy o his  1 952  coup and his  ailure  to  address  the  issues  o social 

inequity and corruption strengthened the  arguments  o his  opponents.  

Relaxing press  restrictions  prior to  the  1 954 elections meant that his  

opponents  could openly challenge  the  legitimacy o his  regime.  

In response  to  growing international awareness  o Batistas  brutal 

regime  through pro-Castro  articles  ( such as  the  Herbert L.  Matthews 

interviews  in the  New York Times)  the  US  government nally banned 

arms  sales  to  both sides  in  Cuba.  Although the  ban had little  material 

impact (Batista  had stockpiles  o US  weaponry and ammunition and 

the  rebels  continued to  be  supplied by arms  smugglers) ,  it  had the  

symbolic eect o showing that the  US  no  longer ully supported the  

Cuban leader.

Class discussion

Create a  simple storyboard or Castros rise 

to power, to establish the narrative clearly  

in  your mind. Colour-code each rame to  

show which actor(s)  played a  signifcant 

role at each stage. Then choose one o 

these actors at random and discuss how 

this was signifcant in  Castros rise to power.  

Class discussion

Draw and  complete a  summary  table   

with  the ol lowing headings to  show  

how Castros ideological  stance changed  

over time:

  date

  evidence o communist/Marxist views

  evidence o national ist views

  source.

Herbert  L Matthews interview with  Castro,  

February  1957

One o the  ways in  which  Castro  used  the media  was by  

al lowing New York  Times  journal ist Herbert L Matthews 

into the Sierra  Maestra  or a  candid  interview. Embedded  

with  the rebels,  Matthews wrote about the potency  and  

popularity  o the guerri l la  band  and  their enigmatic leader.  

Through careul  stage-managing o his rag-tag band  o 

rebels,  Castro managed  to  give Matthews (and,  thereby,  

the American  and  Cuban  publ ic)  the impression  that his 

orce was not only  much larger than  it was but also that 

they  control led  a  wide area  o the mountains.  Thus the 

myth  o Castros invincibil ity  was disseminated  to  a  wider,  

previously  sceptical  audience.  I t was not long until  more 

international  journal ists came to  see or themselves.

Beore Matthews interview, the Cuban  press had  written  

mostly  about the  resort atmosphere o Havana,  and  the 

government d id  a  airly  good  job o control l ing the stories 

that let the island.  Ater Matthews interview, Readers 

Guide articles ocused  on  rebel  demands and  interviews 

with  Castro,  which  kept the revolution  on  the ront pages 

o the US press.

Ater bitter ghting in the  cities  o Santiago  and Santa C lara and the  

deeat o the  army garrison at Yaguajay on 30  December 1 958,  Batista 

fed rom Cuba to  the  Dominican Republic.  Castro  entered Havana in 

triumph on 2  January 1 959.  
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Self-management and  communication  skil ls

Create a  series o revision  cards to  explain  Castros rise to  power.  Set yoursel a  

question,  or example,  To what extent was the use o orce the main  reason  or 

Castro  coming to  power in  Cuba?

a Make each card about 7.5cm by 12.5cm.

b Use dierent-coloured cards or each main actor.

c On one side write the date (month and year)  and a brie comment about the event,  

or example, November 1958: Granma  expedition launched.

d On the other side write bullet points about the event, selecting inormation careully  

or relevance to the question.

Working with  a  partner,  shufe the cards and  deal  out six random cards each.  

Construct an  essay  plan  using just those six.  Verbal ly  explain  your essay  plan  to  

your partner.

The Cuban plantation owners,  industrialists  and bankers  whose  

business  interests  had already been negatively aected by recent US  

economic policies  now saw the  potential or urther losses.  Batistas  

slavish adherence  to  a  pro-US  economic policy seemed no  longer viable  

and they attempted to  curry avour with the  young,  charismatic,  and 

increasingly successul rebel who promised an end to  US  corporate  

imperialism in Cuba.  The  act that Castro  had openly declared (on 

more  than one  occasion)  that he  was  not a  communist but a  Cuban 

nationalist,  helped secure  their support.  

It could also  be  argued that Batista was  deeated by the  ghost o Jos  

Mart,  symbolically reincarnated in Fidel Castro.  In keeping with what 

historians  call the  Great Man Theory (a compound o the  views o 

the  1 9th-century historians  Thomas Carlyle  and Herbert Spencer) ,  

Castros  success  was  a  result o his  personal qualities  as  well as  the  

social conditions o the  time.  In the  public imagination Fidel Castro  

cut a  dashing fgure;  a  ftting heir to  the  revolutionary tradition o Jos  

Mart.  This  was partly due  to  his  masterly use  o the  media and partly 

due  to  the  ailed policies  o Batista.  As  he  rode  in triumph rom Santiago  

to  Havana in January 1 959,  Castro  was  greeted all along his  route  by 

cheering crowds who hailed him as  the  latest and the  last in the  line  o 

Cuban nationalist heroes.

Class discussion

Look back at the Castro section so ar. To  

what extent is it accurate to claim that the 

ailure at Moncada in  1953 was the main  

reason or Castros success in  1959?

Class discussion

To what extent can the Great Man theory  

be applied  to Castros rise to power in  

Cuba? Create a  balanced response to this 

question by  identiying the arguments or 

both sides.
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Political  parties in  Cuba

Partido Revolucionario Cubano Autntico  (the Authentic 

Cuban Revolutionary  Party;  aka  the Autnticos)

Conservative/national ist party  set up by  Dr Ramn Grau  

San  Martn  during his exi le  in  the USA (19341940) ;  

primarily  middle class support base;  opposed  Batistas 

government;  once in  power (19441948)  used  armed  

pol itical  gangs to  deal  with  opposition  and  had  close ties 

to  American  Mafa  organizations.  

Partido Socialista Popular (the Popular Socialist Party; PSP)

Formed  in  1925 as the Partido Comunista  de Cuba  (the 

Cuban  Communist Party) ;  renamed  in  1944. Supported  

Batista  in  the  1930s against his wealthy  middle-class 

opponents in  Graus Autnticos.  In  1944 the PSP lost 

the  election  that brought Grau  back to  the  presidency.  

Dissolved  in  1961  beore being resurrected  (in  1965)   

as the Partido Comunista  de Cuba  once more.

Partido Ortodoxo  (the Orthodox Party)

Social ist,  national ist,  anti-imperial ist/anti-US,  popul ist 

party;  ounded  in  1947 by  Chibs in  response to  

corruption,  demands or social  justice and  lack o reorms 

o the Batista  and  Grau  governments;  adopted  a  strongly  

anti-communist outlook c.  19471948; Fidel  Castro was 

a  prominent member rom 1947;  looked  l ikely  to  win  the  

1952 election  beore Batistas coup.

Partido Liberal  de Cuba ( the Liberal  Party  of Cuba)

Centre-right party  ounded  in  1910;  d issolved  in  1959;  

a l l ied  with  various parties against the Autnticos in  the 

1954 election  with  Batista  as their presidential  candidate;  

the Liberals came second.

Similarities and  diferences in  the rise to  power o Adol Hitler (Germany) ,  Fidel  Castro (Cuba)  

and  Hugo Chavez (Venezuela)

Key event Hitler Castro Chvez

Failed  attempt 

to seize power 

by  force

Munich  Putsch,  November 

1923

Attack on  the Moncada  

Barracks,  July  1953  

Failed  coup attempt 

Operation  Zamora,  February  

1992

Failed  coup 

led  to public 

popularity

The speech he  gave at his 

trial  (The Goddess o H istory  

acquits me)  and  the book 

(Mein Kampf)  he wrote while  

in  prison

The speech he gave at h is 

trial  (History  wil l  absolve 

me)  and  its subsequent 

publ ication  as the Moncada  

Programme

His televised  cal l  or his 

soldiers to  surrender/cease 

fghting ater the coup ai led  

and  his subsequent trial

Time in  prison

From November 1923  to  

December 1924;  released  

ater serving n ine  months  

o a  lenient fve-year  

prison  term

From October 1953 to May  

1955; released during a  

government amnesty as 

Batista  attempted to appear 

less dictatorial  in  the wake o 

the widely  condemned 1954 

elections

From February  1992 to  early  

1994;  released  rom prison  

ater the impeachment o the  

president that he had  tried   

to  oust

Method of 

gaining political  

power

Changed  tactics and  achieved  

power through the democratic 

process;  President Paul  

von  H indenburg used  his 

emergency  powers to  make 

H itler Chancel lor o Germany  

in  January  1933

Fought a  guerril la  war rom 

November 1956 to  December 

1958;  achieved  power 

through mil itary  victory;  

became de acto leader o 

Cuba  in  January  1959

Fol lowing his release rom 

prison,  he used  his popularity  

rom the coup to  begin  a  

pol itical  career;  won  the 

presidential  elections in  

December 1998
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2.2  Castros  consolidation  and 
maintenance of power,  19591962

Establishing the new Cuba

Conceptual  understanding

Key  questions

 How was Fidel  Castro able to secure his control  over Cuba ater January  1959?

 What difculties did  he ace?

 How did  he overcome these difculties?

 What new problems occurred  as a  result o these solutions?

Key  concepts 

 Change 

 Continuity

 Victorious Castro and  his supporters enter Havana,  January  1959   I t  has been  

repeatedly  stated  that  Castros victorious rebels d id  not  engage in  any  of the  looting or 

violence that  customari ly  accompanied  a  mil itary  victory  l ike  this.

Ater B atista  ed Cuba in 1 958  ( and a  brie attempt by some  army 

ofcers  to  establish a  US - supported j unta) ,  Fidel C astro  and his  

supporters  took power.  The  Cuban Revolution had achieved its  

primary aim and it  now had to  create  the  new Cuba  that C astro   

had promised in his  Moncada Programme back in  1 954.  The  new  

state  had been born out o violent political revolution but to  survive   

it  would need very quickly to  achieve  the  legitimacy o a  

parliamentary democracy.
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Castro  knew he  needed to  consolidate  his  position ast in order to  

secure  the  uture  o the  Cuban Revolution.  The  act that the  C IA had 

arranged a  coup in Guatemala in 1 954 at the  behest o US  corporations  

showed the  lengths  the  US  government would go  to  to  protect the  

profts  o their most powerul companies.  This  orced Castro  to  move 

cautiously with his  programme o land reorm and nationalization.  He  

repeated his  declaration that he  was  not a  communist and in January 

1 959  the  US  Secretary o S tate,  John Foster Dulles,  inormed President 

E isenhower that:

the provisional government appears free from  communist taint and  

there are indications that it intends to  pursue friendly relations with  the 

United States. 

Historians  tend to  agree  that C astro  was  not a  communist  at  this  

s tage.  Rather,  he  was  a  pragmatist  whose  policies  were  not so  

much governed by the  doctrines  o Marx or  Lenin as  by the  needs 

o nationalism and Cuban independence,  with a  strong ocus  on 

political,  social,  and economic improvements  designed to  beneft the  

whole  o society rather than j ust  the  wealthy e lites .  When he  was  

introducing his  agrarian reorms,  or  example,  C astro  even drew 

upon C atholic  rhetoric  by likening his  policies  to  Christs  teachings,  

declaring that:

They [Christs teachings] did not prosper in  high  society,  but germinated in  

the hearts of the humble people of Palestine.

Despite  the  Catholic Churchs  history o support or the  wealthy classes  

against the  poor,  Castro  did not immediately move against organized 

religion as  most communist rulers  did.  His  economic reorms were,  

initially,  seen as  rather moderate,  although this  soon changed when he  

began nationalizing the  large  landholdings  and other businesses  o US  

corporations and wealthy Cuban planters.  Nevertheless,  even the  US  

Vice-President Richard M Nixon stated,  ater meeting Castro  in 1 959,  

that Castro  was not a  communist and that he  and the  US  could and 

should work together.  The  start o the  US  trade  embargo  in 1 9591 960  

pushed Castro  into  making a vital trade  deal with the  USSR,  thus  closer 

to  the  communists.

Events  beyond C astros  control  changed the  s ituation urther  and,   

in  May 1 961  ( immediately ater  the  USAs  ailed Bay of Pigs  

Invasion ) ,  he  publicly  declared that  the  Cuban Revolution was  a  

socialist  one  and that  Cuba  was  a  communist  s tate .  The  move  

towards  communism had,  however,  begun during  the  earliest  days  

o   the  new government,  when,  recognizing  the  need or  politically 

experienced oicials ,  C astro  gave  members  o   the  Popular  Socialist 

Party  ( Partido  Socialista  Popular  or  PSP)  positions  o  power.  His  

brother Ral  was  a  communist  and naturally  had some  inluence  

over  F idels  decisions,  but  soon there  was  open resistance  to  him and 

to  the  other  communists .  C astro  responded by  removing these  anti-

communists  rom power and by November 1 959  he  had been  mostly 

successul  in  this  ( a  urther our  anti- communists  were  removed  

in  1 960) .

Bay of Pigs Invasion

On 17 April  1961 a group o anti-Castro 

Cubans who had fed to the USA launched  

an invasion o Cuba intended to overthrow 

Castro. Within three days they had been  

deeated and captured. Within a week, the  

world knew that the ailed invasion attempt 

had been planned, unded and (at least in  

part)  executed by the USA.
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While  communist/Marxist inuence  is  visible  in some o his  early 

policies  ( especially land reorm and nationalization) ,  Castros  social and 

economic policies  were  drawn rom a more  nationalist,  pro-Cuban and 

anti- imperialist perspective.  They needed to  be  radical in order to  redress  

the  inequities  within Cuban society ater centuries  o domination by the  

Spanish and then six decades  o corrupt governments  working primarily 

in the  service  o the  US  corporations.  As  Antonio  Nez Jimnez,  then 

head o the  INRA ,  said to  an American reporter in 1 959,  We are  only 

trying to  move rom eudalism to  enlightened capitalism.  Cuba is  not 

ready or socialism.

In 1 961  the 26  July Movement,  the DR (the Directorio Revolucionario,  

the successor to the Directorio Revolucionario Estudantil  or DRE)  and 

the PSP were merged to orm the Integrated Revolutionary Organizations 

(ORI) ,  which became the Communist Party o Cuba (PCC)  in 1 965.

Castros leadership of Cuba, 19591962

Becoming the leader o Cuba
A provisional government was  appointed by Fidel Castro  

and the  M-26-7  leadership,  replacing the  Batista regime in 

January 1 959.  The  well-respected judge  Manuel Urrutia Lle  

became president and Jos  Mir  Cardona prime minister.  

They presided over a  cabinet that included only three  rebels  

(only one  o whom came rom M-26-7) .  Fidel Castro  was  

appointed commander- in-chie o the  armed orces.

At the  same  time,  C astro  also  established an organization 

to  oversee  the  rapid and efcient implementation o 

his  proposed agrarian land reorms:  the  O fce  o the  

Revolutionary Plans  and Coordination (ORPC ) .  This  body 

was  made  up  o his  closest confdants  rom the  guerrilla 

war,  including his  brother Ral and Che  Guevara.  Thus  a  

dual-power governmental system was  in  place  ( something 

which both Lenin and Mao  had put to  good use  in  the  

past) .  By February 1 959  Mir  had resigned and C astro  had 

been appointed prime  minister in  his  p lace.  It  soon became 

apparent that true  power lay with C astro  and the  ORPC .  

In April 1 959,  while  Castro  was  visiting other countries  in 

Latin America and the  USA,  President Urrutia closed down 

the  brothels  and casinos  in Cuba.  Castro  returned to  Cuba to  

fnd protests  and anger rom these  newly unemployed urban 

workers.  Putting socio-economic considerations  ahead o 

moral objections,  Castro  ordered the  casinos  and brothels  to  

be  reopened until alternative  j obs  could be  ound or these  workers.  This  

example  highlights  two o the  major issues  in Cuba in early 1 959:

1  the  tension between the  radical young revolutionary-turned-prime 

minister and the  more  conservative  president

2  Fidel Castros  habitual method o leadership:  once  a  decision was  

made in his  head,  he  would simply act on it rather than debating and 

orming a political consensus.

INRA

The National  Institute o Agrarian Reorm, 

established in 1959.

Directorio Revolucionario Estudantil  (DRE)

The DRE had been an anti-Batista student 

movement. From c.19601965 they  

became an anti-Castro resistance group,  

joining the rebels in the Escambray  

Mountains. When those rebels were 

deeated, the DRE was also fnished as a  

political  threat. With dwindling numbers,  

and lack o success, the DRE eventually  

disbanded in December 1966.

 Fidel  Castro  with  Manuel  Urrutia  Lle  in  1959
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This  preerence  or action rather than words  proved to  be  a  constant 

eature  o Castros  rule,  supporting,  to  some degree,  the  accusation that 

he  was  a  dictator.  This  accusation was  urther supported by his  decision 

to  suspend elections  in order to  allow time to  consolidate  the  revolution 

and secure  it against the  ever-present threat o a  US-unded counter-

revolution or even an all-out invasion.  Fair and ree  elections  would,  he  

promised,  be  held shortly.  They werent.

The  ollowing month,  the  National Institute  or Agrarian Reorm ( INRA)  

was  established,  with ormer rebel troop  leader and Marxist economist 

Antonio  Nez Jimnez at its  head.  The  INRA was  in charge  o the  

agrarian reorms and answerable  only to  Castro.  Within months,  the  

INRA had absorbed the  ORPC ,  thus  becoming Cubas  real government 

and superseding Urrutias  provisional government.

This  was  just one  o many examples  o communists  being given 

positions  o power.  Some M-26-7  members  and other anti-Batista allies  

complained about the  increasing inuence  o communism and in June 

a number o cabinet ministers  resigned in protest.  Pedro  D az Lanz,  the  

rebel pilot whom Castro  had appointed as  Chie o the  Revolutionary 

Air Force  in January,  also  resigned or this  reason.  While  the  staunchly 

anti-communist Urrutia condemned Lanz as  a  traitor,  he  took the  

opportunity to  publicly warn against the  slide  towards  communism.  

This  provoked a power struggle  between him and Castro.  In an act o 

theatrical genius  that revealed his  understanding o his  people,  Castro  

resigned as  prime minister and,  in a  televised broadcast,  declared that 

this  was  in protest at President Urrutias  reusal to  implement the  social 

reorms that Cubas  poorest people  needed.  He  went on to  state  that 

Urrutia was  planning treason and that he  would no  doubt fnd plenty 

o American agents  to  serve  in his  government .  Castro  achieved his  

anticipated result:  an outpouring o spontaneous  anger and demands or 

Urrutias  resignation.

Urrutia resigned in July and took sanctuary in the  Venezuelan Embassy.  

His  replacement,  Osvaldo  Dortics,  was  more  amenable  to  Castros  

decisions and remained president until 1 976.  In December 1 976  Castro  

replaced Dortics  and he  remained President o Cuba until February 

2008,  when ill health prompted him to  step  down in avour o his  

brother Ral.

Consolidating the revolution 

As early as  December 1 960,  Cuba was  well on its  way towards becoming 

a single-party state,  with Fidel Castro  as  its  unimpeachable  supreme 

leader  (Mximo Lder) .  

  Political parties  were  banned.  

  Newspapers  and radio  stations were  censored and orced to  close  i 

they angered the  government.  

  Communist- led trade  unions  were  growing ever more  powerul.  

  All judicial appointees  were  made with Castros  approval.  

  All legislative  and executive  power in Cuba was  in the  hands  o the  

cabinet (appointed by Castro) .

 Propaganda  poster from 1976 showing Castro   

as a  young man
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Despite  his  promises  to  hold air and ree  elections  (unlike  those  held by 

Batista in 1 954 and 1 958) ,  one  o Castros  frst acts  ( through Urrutias  

provisional government)  was  to  ban all political parties  or at least our 

years.  During his  trip  to  the  USA in April 1 959,  Castro  announced that 

he  would be  suspending the  elections.  This  was,  like  so  many other 

laws o this  time,  intended to  be  a  temporary measure  to  allow him to  

consolidate  the  gains  o the  revolution beore  the  inevitable  counter-

revolutionary attempts  by the  USA and their allies.

Although this  appears  to  be  a  dictatorial  ( and hypocritical)  move  by 

C astro ,  his  reasoning was  sound.  B ecause  o the  traditionally  chaotic,  

violent,  corrupt nature  o  Cuban politics ,  he  could not  permit  political 

parties  and their  armed gangs  o  supporters  to  wander reely around 

Cuba  at  a  time  when he  was  restructuring the  weakened police  and 

armed orces  in  order  to  maintain  the  security  o  the  nation.  O ther 

political  parties  could also  be  easily  bought by US  corporate ,  criminal 

or  government e lements   ater  all,  the  Mafa  had tried to  buy the  

1 95 2  e lection or  B atista.  Furthermore,  with  C IA agents  still  active  in 

the  country,  the  threat  o  a  US - sponsored coup  was  never  ar  rom 

his  mind.  

Castro  explained his  postponement o the  elections  by declaring:  

 real democracy is  not possible  or hungry people .  Nevertheless,  

his  enemies  and ormer supporters  alike  have  identifed his  ailure  

to  deliver the  elections  as  one  o the  major ailings  o the  years  

immediately ater his  victory.

Consolidating power
In 1 963  the  ORI became the  United Party o the  Socialist Revolution 

(PURS)  and,  by the  time  he  was  announcing the  newly named 

Communist Party o Cuba (PCC)  in 1 965 ,  Castro  was  its  undisputed 

leader.  Within a  couple  o years  the  Cuban government was  stable  and 

well established,  able  to  deal with the  various  opposition elements  

through mostly democratic means.  There  were,  however,  some 

instances  where  Castro  resorted to  repressive  measures.  For example,  in 

February 1 968  his  criticism o the  USSRs  policy o peaceul co-existence  

provoked opposition rom hardline  communists  within the  PCC .  He  

dealt with this  by arresting the  leaders  or sectarianism.  The  public 

example  o their trial ensured that there  was  no  more  trouble  rom the  

PCC  ater that.

In 1 972  Castros  unlimited power was  reduced,  with a  number o his  

roles  being shared among members  o the  newly enlarged executive  

committee  o the  Cuban cabinet.  However,  to  all intents  and purposes,  

he  remained the  spiritual fgurehead o the  nation.  He  was  helped in 

this  by the  aggressive  actions  o the  USA,  which continued its  embargo  

and terrorist attacks,  all  o which served to  strengthen the  public 

perception o Castro  as  Cubas  deender and the  protector o their hard-

won rights.  
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Castros challenges,  January 1959

Post-Batista  Cuba  aced  a  number o problems and  chal lenges.  Castros solutions are 

l isted  below.

Problem Solution 

  1  Inequities in  land  ownership Radical  land  reorm; national ization  o large landholdings

  2  Inequities in  society Universal  education and  universal  health  care; improvement and  

enorcement o labour laws; removal  o racist barriers to careers and  

promotion prospects; rent reductions o 3050 per cent (March 1959)

  3  The need  or transparent social  justice Reorm o judiciary  and  pol ice;  arrest,  trial  and  punishment o 

members o the  Batista  regime (especial ly  Batistas torturers and  

murderers) ;  televising the trials and  executions o the most notorious 

criminals rom Batistas regime

  4 Endemic corruption Punishment o corrupt ocials and  pol icemen;  increase in  pay

  5  Ownership or control  o much o Cubas 

economy by  US corporations

National ization  o industries

  6  Economy in severe trouble (massive graduate 

unemployment; unavourable trade conditions 

with USA; rural  poverty; urban unemployment)

Creation o jobs in  towns; temporary  reopening o casinos and brothels;  

land reorm/redistribution; economic ties with  USSR ater 1960

  7  Lack o democracy Reintroduction  o parl iamentary  democracy;  reinstatement o 

pol itical  parties;  air and  ree elections

  8  Lack o a  united  vision  or the new Cuba 

by  anti-Batista  orces

Banning o pol itical  parties;  unication  o the main  groups  

(or example,  M-26-7,  PSP and  DR to  orm ORI ,  eventual ly  the  PCC)

  9  Potential  counter-revolution  rom  

within  Cuba

Banning o pol itical  parties;  a  peoples mil itia  (as a  counterbalance to  

the army  whose loyalty  remained  dubious) ;  arrest o Batista  loyal ists;  

letting those who opposed  the revolution  to  leave (at rst)

 10  Potential  counter-revolution  rom  

outside Cuba

Strengthening o the armed orces; establishment o peoples militia;  

cultivation o alliances/riendships with USSR; help or revolutionary groups 

inside those Latin American countries that had tried to destabilize Cuba

 11  Potential  invasion  by  oreign  countries As above;  the Dominican  coup attempt oiled  (August 1959)  through 

luck;  deeat o the Bay  o Pigs Invasion  (Apri l  1961)

A
T
L

Research and  thinking skil ls

Historians and  other commentators rom al l  sides o the  pol itical  spectrum have 

argued  ercely  about the  rights and  wrongs o Castros actions during his rule  over 

Cuba.  One o the most important questions is whether Castros decision  to  make 

Cuba  a  Marxist/communist state was del iberate  or orced  on  him by  the actions 

o the USA and,  to  a  lesser degree,  the  USSR.  Many  sources,  especial ly  onl ine 

historical  summaries,  portray  their chosen side o the  argument through:

  careul ly  selecting what inormation  to  include and  what to  omit 

  del iberate blurring o the chronology  to  imply  the  cause and  consequence 

chain  that ts their agenda.

For greater understanding o the d iferent viewpoints,  read  and  compare the 

accounts o diferent historians.  See the Reerences and  urther reading section  

or the Castro section  or some suggestions.
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Problem Solution 

 12  Anxiety  rom domestic economic interests 

(Cuban planters,  bankers and  business 

el ites)  about what would  happen

Reassuring them that he was not a communist (until  May 1961) ; land  

reorm aimed at weakening the biggest landowners in avour o the smaller 

ones; reiterating desire or continued trade with USA (until  19601961)

 13  Anxiety  rom the middle  classes 

(proessionals such  as doctors,  lawyers,  

businessmen)  about what would  happen

Instructing victorious anti-Batista orces (in 1959)  to respect private 

property and the rule o law; reiterating that he was not a communist (until  

May 1961) ; enorcing the law; nationalizing large landholdings (especially  

oreign-owned plantations) ; promoting Cuban-owned smaller plantations

 14 Anxiety  rom oreign  economic interests 

(most notably  US corporations and  the 

Maa)  about what would  happen

Limited  national ization  o industries/businesses (ater 1960 this 

increased  dramatical ly  in  reaction  to  US pressure) ;  strengthened  

counter-intel igence services to  catch  CIA and  Maa agents

 15  Economic destabil ization  attempts by  the 

Colossus to  the North (the USA)  and  its 

Latin  American  al l ies

National ization  o industries;  propaganda  campaign  to  ensure loyalty  

to  the revolution  (short-term solution) ;  education  pol icies designed  to  

ensure loyalty  to  the  revolution  (long-term solution)

A
T
L

Thinking skil ls

1 Create your own copy o the table on the 

previous page.

2 Cut out each problem and each solution  

to make a mix-and-match sorting 

activity to help you revise this topic.

3 Highlight the problems/solutions in a  

specic colour to indicate which actor 

they are most associated with (political,  

social, economic, military or other) .

This wil l  help  you  plan  and  construct 

an  essay  about how efectively  Castro  

consol idated  his control  over Cuba  ater 

January  1959.

US actions in  Guatemala

In  the  early  1950s,  with  the  Cold  War entering its early  stages between the USA 

and  the USSR,  it was deemed imperative to  American  security  that Latin  American  

states remained  rmly  in  the hands o pro-US leaders.  Even  i this meant that 

less-than-democratic methods were used  to  instal l  and  maintain  these regimes.  

There is increasing evidence about the role  played  by  US corporations in  directing 

US oreign  pol icy  at this time.  For example,  in  1954 the United  Fruit Companys 

pressure upon  the US government paid  of and  the CIA orchestrated  a  coup d tat 

against the  democratical ly-elected  (and  highly  popular)  Guatemalan  government 

o Colonel  Jacobo rbenz Guzmn.  The main  impetus or the  United  Fruit 

Companys eforts to  remove the Guatemalan  government were due to  the labour 

laws brought in  by  rbenzs government during the 1940s.  These laws were 

intended  to  protect workers rom the notoriously  brutal  conditions employed  

by  the United  Fruit Company  (and  other corporations) .  As a  result o their loss in  

prots,  these corporations pressured  the American  government into continuing 

their much-mal igned  involvement in  Latin  American  afairs.  

The CIA coup sparked  a  thirty-year civi l  war and  brought untold  misery  to  

Guatemala  and  the region.  Che Guevara  witnessed  rsthand  the actions o the  

US-trained  death  squads and  became convinced  that the only  way  to  combat 

American  corporate  imperial ism in  Latin  America  was through  orce.

Despite the  best eforts o CIA investigators to  prove the l ink between Arbenz 

and  the USSR,  the  only  evidence that could  be  ound  rom al l  the Guatemalan  

documents seized  ater the coup was two unpaid  bil ls  (one or $12.35  and  the 

other or $10.60)  rom a  Moscow bookshop.  

I t has been suggested  that the Director o the CIA (Alan  Dul les)  and  the Secretary  

o State (his brother,  John Foster Dul les)  were the main  driving orces behind  

encouraging US involvement in  Guatemala.  They  both  had  signicant business 

interests in  the United  Fruit Company.  This is similar to  the connection  between 

Dick Cheney  (US Vice-President 20012009)  and  the invasion and  occupation  o 

I raq  (20032011)  which proved  extremely  protable or Hal l iburton   a  company  

which he had  signicant business interests in.  The United  Fruit Company  is 

currently  trading under the name Chiquita  Brands International .  
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Thinking and communication skil ls

Fidel  Castro,  speaking in  America  in  Apri l  

1959,  said:

I know what the world thinks of us,  

we are communists,  and of course I 

have said very clearly that we are not 

communists; very clearly. 

http://www.upi.com/Archives/Audio/

Events-of-1959/Cuban-Revolution

Using your own knowledge of global  issues 

at that time, explain  why Castro went to  

great pains to publicly  repeat this point.

The US response to the Cuban Revolution,   

19591962
The pervading ear among the  revolutionaries  was  o a  C IA-sponsored 

coup against them,  exactly as  had happened to  President Arbenz in 

Guatemala in 1 954.  This,  however,  did not occur immediately.  John 

Lewis  Gaddis  described the  initial US  response  as  remarkably calm.  

For its  role  in the  Guatemalan coup,  the  USA had been castigated in 

Latin America,  where  there  was  now a strong undercurrent o support 

or communist or communist-aliated nationalist movements  that 

promised to  challenge  the  USAs  infuence.  In 1 958,  or example,  during 

a visit to  Venezuela,  Vice-President Nixons  motorcade  was  attacked by 

angry mobs.  The  US  administration rightly surmised that to  intervene 

in Cuba at this  time would be  potentially disastrous  or relations with 

their Latin American neighbours,  but that did not mean that the  USA 

had written o the  prospect o military intervention.  According to  the  

reporter Tad Szulc,  President E isenhowers  National Security Council was 

discussing US  military action as  early as  March 1 959.

Deal ing with  opposition  to  the revolution
The early years  o the  Cuban Revolution saw Castro  aced with 

opposition rom a variety o groups:

  the  Escambray rebels  (War Against the  Bandits,  1 9601 965)

  members  o the  M-26-7  and other anti-Batista groups  who opposed 

the  move towards  communism but did not take  up  arms

  the  wealthy middle  classes,  who had hoped that their interests  would 

be  protected.

The growing infuence  o communists  led to  various  orms o resistance  

to  Castro  rom within Cuba.  Some,  like  Huber Matos,  were  denounced 

as  traitors  and arrested.  Others  chose  to  take  more  direct action.  This  

included some members  o the  DRE,  the  anti-communist and anti-

Batista student group that had joined orces  with Che  Guevaras  M-26-7  

units  in December 1 958  during the  ghting or the  city o Santa C lara.  

During the  revolution they had been active  in the  Escambray mountain 

region and,  in 1 960,  they returned to  their hideouts  there,  prepared to  

ght Castros  orces.  Other disaected rebels  and Batista loyalists  j oined 

them,  leading to  a  ve-year guerrilla campaign ( called the  Escambray 

Rebellion or War Against the  Bandits )  that ended in January 1 965  

with their utter destruction.  
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The Escambray  Rebel l ion,  19601965

Fol lowing Castros victory  in  January  1959,  some soldiers sti l l  loyal  to  Batista  

decided  to  continue the ght rom the Escambray  Mountains.  They  were 

soon  joined  by  others (including Wil l iam Alexander Morgan)  who disl iked  

the pro-communist leanings o the new government and  by  peasant armers 

d isenchanted  with  the  land  reorms.  The Escambray  Rebel l ion  (known in  Cuba  as 

Lucha contra Bandidos,  the War Against The Bandits)  was a  guerril la  campaign  

similar in  style  to  Castros own Sierra  Maestra  campaign  against Batistas orces.  

These rebels enjoyed  ar less popular support than  the M-26-7  rebels had,  but 

they  were given  the same US mil itary  aid,  via  CIA and  Maa  agents,  that the 

previous regime had  enjoyed.  However,  ater the debacle o the  Bay  o Pigs 

Invasion,  the USA cut o unding and  supplies to  the rebels.  Castros counter-

intel l igence units were busily  uncovering and  arresting CIA agents and  their 

networks,  and  so it was only  a  matter o time beore Castros numerical ly  superior 

orces deeated  the rebels (in  January  1965) .

Castro  also  had to  deal with external threats.  For example,  in August 

1 959  an anti-Castro  coup  organized by Dominican dictator Raael 

Truj illo  (probably acting on advice  rom the  C IA)  was  oiled because  

William Alexander Morgan,  one  o the  plot leaders,  secretly inormed 

Castro.  All o this  helped to  convince  Castro  that the  revolution was  ar 

rom sae  yet.

The saving grace or Castro came,  ironically,  rom the USA.  The constant 

threats and aggressive actions by the USA and Cuban exiles who had fed 

there meant that Castro was able to  clearly identiy himsel as the bastion 

o Cuban deence against imperialist oppression.  With the ailure o the Bay 

o Pigs Invasion,  his position was secure.  The ensuing wave o nationalism 

and the incontrovertible evidence o the USAs intentions to  undo the  

positive changes o the revolution led to  anyone who criticized Castro  

being denounced as a traitor.  The terrorist attacks by CIA agents and Cuban 

exiles just helped to conrm Castros position as the saviour o Cuba.

Huber Matos (19182014)

Castro  appointed  Huber Matos,  a  ormer teacher and  armer who  had  been  a  

bri l l iant rebel  commander during the  Sierra  Campaign,  as  mi l i tary  governor 

o Camagey  province.  I n  October 1959  he  wrote  a  resignation  letter,  stating 

h is  concerns about the  growing inluence  o the  communists.  H is  timing was 

unortunate:  h is  previous compla ints to  Castro  about the  communists  had  

been  ignored  but th is  letter was sent two  days ater the  appointment o Ral  

Castro  (the  new governments  most prominent communist)  as  M in ister o the 

Armed  Forces.

Matos (along with many o his ofcers)  was immediately  arrested or rebellion, tried  

and sentenced to 20 years imprisonment. As Balour states: The Revolution was 

beginning to devour its sons.
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Wil l iam Alexander Morgan  (19281961)

Will iam Alexander Morgan was a  US citizen who 

volunteered  to fght against Batista  and  had  been recruited  

to the M-26-7  when his rebel  group joined  orces with  Che 

Guevaras during the Sierra  Maestra  campaign. The military  

training gained  during his time in  the US army (where he 

was possibly  recruited  by  the CIA)  served him well  and  he  

was soon promoted to the rank o Comandante    one o 

only  three oreigners to hold  that rank  the others being 

Eloy  Gutirrez Menoyo (Spanish)  and  Ernesto  Che 

Guevara  (Argentinian) .

The US government has,  unsurprisingly,  denied  claims 

that El Yanqui Comandante  (as he  was known)  was an  

agent o the  CIA.  Morgan  was one o the leaders o an  

anti-Castro coup organised  by  Dominican  dictator Raael  

Truji l lo.  However,  Morgan  had  secretly  inormed Castro o 

the plot and  it ai led.  Possibly  due to  the  persistent bel ie 

o his involvement with  the  CIA,  Morgan  was impl icated  

in  the  March  1960 La Coubre  explosion  and,  later,  

accused  o gunrunning to  aid  the  anti-Castro  rebels in  the 

Escambray  Mountains.  I t was or the last o these that,  in  

March  1961,  he was executed  by  fring squad.  

The USAs economic war on Cuba in the early 1960s
In response  to  the  nationalization o plantations  and oreign-owned 

businesses,  in November 1 959  the  US  government banned all exports  to  

Cuba,  in the  hope  that economic starvation would orce  Castro  to  adopt 

a  more  business- riendly stance.  The  USA was,  by ar,  Cubas  biggest 

trading partner and the  Cuban economy was  almost entirely dependent 

on this  link.  However,  the  trade  embargo had the  eect o orcing Cuba 

into  the  eager arms o the  USAs  Cold War enemy,  the  USSR.  

The Soviet premier,  Nikita Khrushchev,  had previously been uninterested 

in pursuing communist expansion in Latin America,  preerring instead 

to  consolidate the USSRs  grip  on Eastern Europe and paving the way 

towards better relations with the USA.  When presented with an existing 

socialist state,  however,  it seemed too good an opportunity to  pass  up.  

With the US  embargo threatening to  cripple  Cubas  economy,  there was  

little  alternative or Cuba but to  turn to  the USSR.  Khrushchev agreed in 

1 960  to  buy their sugar and provide weapons and oil in return.  Soviet oil 

would now replace American oil in Cubas  refneries.  The US  corporations 

that owned the Cuban oil refneries reused to  process  Soviet oil and 

ound themselves suddenly and unceremoniously taken over by Castro.  

This naturally shocked and angered the US  government almost as  much as  

the US  corporations who had just lost their highly proftable  multi-million 

dollar investments:  its  nearest overseas neighbour was becoming an ally o 

its  greatest global enemy.  

This deal with the USSR can be credited with saving the Cuban Revolution 

at a time when it was at its  most vulnerable.  The USA,  now convinced that 

Castro was a communist,  increased the intensity o the embargo against 

Cuba.  Castro responded by accelerating the nationalization process.  Land 

reorm was underway and health care and education had both been made 

universally available.  As ar as  Cubas working class was concerned,  Castro  

was their saviour and he had earned their loyalty by keeping his promises.  

 Wil l iam  Alexander Morgan,  US volunteer and  suspected   

CIA agent,  c.  1958
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Military problems and solutions in the early 1960s
The ever-present threat o invasion by the  USA,  and the  C IA campaign 

to  destabilize  the  Cuban Revolution through terrorist attacks,  meant 

that Castro  had to  ensure  that Cuba was  in a  position to  deend itsel.  

The  frst step  was  to  remove Batista loyalists  rom the  army and other 

security services,  through the  Revolutionary Courts  and public trials   

and executions  o the  worst o Batistas  torturers  and killers.  

In October 1 959  Castro used Huber Matoss  so-called rebellion  

to  consolidate  his  control over Cuba.  He created armed militias  to  

complement the  existing state  military and civil controls:  the  armed 

orces,  the  military counter- intelligence section,  the police,  and the  secret 

police  (which replaced the  hated BRAC) .  It was these militias  that helped 

to  save Cuba in April 1 961  when they delayed the Cuban exile  landing 

orces  at the  Bay o Pigs  long enough or the  Cuban army to  arrive  and 

destroy them.  Following this  victory,  Castro  enjoyed the  unquestioning 

loyalty o both the  Cuban people  and the military.  He never lost the latter.  

The Bay  of Pigs invasion,  April  1961

In  April  1961,  Kennedy  sent 1400 Cuban  exiles who were 

trained  by  the US mil itary  and  the CIA to  invade Cuba.  

These Cubans,  known as Brigade 2506,  were taken  by  

civil ian  reighters and  supported  by  US warships.  About 

200  paratroopers were also dropped  by  US planes painted  

in  the  Cuban  air orce colours.  

The invasion  was intended  to  spark a  popular uprising 

amongst the Cuban  people and  to  lead  to  the overthrowing 

o the Castro  government.  I t ailed  dramatical ly  when 

the Cuban  mil itia  d iscovered  them and  ought ercely  

to  prevent them establ ishing a  beachhead.  Although the 

mil itia  were outgunned  by  the invaders,  they  bought 

valuable time or the  Cuban  army  to  launch  a  counter-

attack.  Castro  took personal  command o the ght,  

commandeering a  tank and  leading his orces in  battle.  

In  an  efort to  maintain  plausible  deniabil ity,  the USA did  

not send  any  American  troops to  ght;  they  only  provided  

intel l igence and  logistical  support rom their warships.  The 

hoped-or uprising did  not occur as Castros pol ice  orces 

immediately  arrested  the most prominent anti-Castro  

activists in  Cuba.  Additional ly,  Cuban  radio  broadcast a  

warning to  the people that invaders were attempting to  

undo the revolution,  thus inspiring a  massive surge o  

pro-Castro popularity.

Ater three days, the Cuban exiles were deeated. 118  

were kil led, 360 wounded and  1202 captured. On the 

Cuban side, casualties were ar higher (mostly  due to the 

indiscriminate bombing by  the US warplanes)   over 4000 

civil ians, mil itiamen and police were kil led  or wounded with  

176 soldiers kil led  and over 500 wounded. The captured  

invaders were paraded in  ront o the worlds media  and  

they  publicly  admitted that they had  been trained, nanced  

and equipped by the US. The US government were no longer 

able to claim the moral  high ground in  the Cold  War.  

The most signicant efects o this ailed  invasion  were 

the way  it showed the world  that Castro had  been  correct 

about US intentions.  I t led  almost d irectly  to  the Cuban  

Missile  Crisis o October 1962.

 Fidel  Castro  personal ly  leads the Cuban  counterattack 

against  the  CIA-led  Cuban  Exi les during the Bay  of Pigs 

Invasion  (Apri l  1961)
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The Cuban  Missile  Crisis,  1962  

Khrushchev placed  Soviet nuclear missiles on  Cuba as a  

bargaining chip  to  convince the USA,  Britain,  and  France 

to  withdraw from West Berl in   as wel l  as to  d iscourage 

another American  invasion  attempt against Cuba.  The 

ensuing confrontation  with  the US escalated  and  brought 

both  sides closer to  a  global  nuclear war than  ever before 

or since.  The crisis was averted  by  the removal  of the  

Soviet missiles from Cuba  and  American  nuclear missiles

from I taly  and  Turkey.  West Berl in  remained  in  US,  British  

and  French  hands.  Castro was furious when the Soviets 

reneged  on  their promise that their missiles would  remain.  

President Kennedys promise that the USA would  not 

invade Cuba  did  l ittle  to  reassure him  although,  so  far,  

successive US governments have honoured  that promise 

(notwithstanding continuing attempts to  kil l  Castro  and  to  

destabil ize  the Cuban  economy through terrorist attacks) .  

 Map showing Soviet  missi le  sites in  Cuba  at  the  time of the  Cuban  Missile  Crisis,  1962
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The threat posed by Castros  Cuba to  the  USAs  allied dictatorships  

in Latin America did not go  unnoticed.  The  Cuban Missile  C risis  o 

October 1 962  was  a  direct result o Castros  conviction that another US  

invasion attempt was  inevitable.  He  was probably right in this  view,  as  

the  US  government was under intense  pressure  rom Cuban exiles,  US  

corporations and the  Mafa to  try again to  depose  Castro.  

Throughout the  1 960s,  Castro  embarked on a policy o assisting other 

anti- imperialist revolutionary groups,  especially in Arica and Latin 

America.  Che  Guevara and Castro  (and other veterans  o the  S ierra 

Maestra campaign)  sent Cuban troops to  assist rebel groups  around the  

world,  with varying degrees  o success.  Bored with his  ministerial role,  

Guevara personally led some o these  expeditions.  In 1 967,  shortly ater 

the  ailure  o his  1 9631 965  expedition to  the  Congo,  Guevara led a  

mission to  Bolivia where  his  group was  ambushed and he  was  captured,  

tortured and executed by a  C IA-led team o Bolivian rangers.  
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In 1 975 ,  Cuban orces  were  deployed to  Angola to  help  the  let-wing 

Popular Movement or the  Liberation o Angola (MPLA)  against the  

US-backed South Arican and Zairean invasion orces.  Such orces  were  

supporting right-wing militants,  the  National Liberation Front o Angola 

(FNLA)  and The  National Union or the  Total Independence  o Angola 

(UNITA) .  Ater almost a  decade  o fghting,  the  two sides  negotiated 

a ceasefre,  but not beore  the  war had earned itsel the  nickname o 

Cubas  Vietnam   a  reerence  to  the  way that Cuban orces  became 

mired in this  war as  Americans  had been in Vietnam.  One point o 

comparison,  however,  is  that the  Cuban government never had a 

shortage  o volunteers  or the  Angolan expedition or the  accompanying 

humanitarian mission.

 An  American  cartoon  from 1962  showing the  potentia l  danger of nuclear missiles on  Cuba.  Note how the  image is  angled  to  

accentuate  the size  ( and,  therefore,  perceived  threat)  of Cuba  in  relation  to  the USA.
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2.3  Castros  domestic pol icies

Economic relations with  the USSR
The  shit rom economic reliance  on the  USA to  economic reliance  on 

the  USSR ater 1 960  brought with it  a  political shit,  and Cuba drew 

ever closer to  the  communist ideology o the  USSR.  Although Cuba did 

not declare  itsel to  be  a  communist state  until  ater the  April 1 961  Bay 

o Pigs  Invasion,  in November 1 960  raucous  cheers  rom the  Cuban 

delegation had punctuated Khrushchevs  speech at the  UN General 

Assembly in New York.  At the  same  time,  photographs  o a  grinning 

Castro  embracing an equally cheerul 

Khrushchev outside  the  ormers  hotel in 

Harlem were  seen all over the  world.

The  Cuban Missile  C risis  o October 1 962 ,  

however,  soured this  relationship.  C astro  

elt that the  USSR had used his  country 

in a  broader power play with the  USA,  

disregarding the  needs  o the  Cubans.  

With Khrushchevs  withdrawal o Soviet 

nuclear missiles,  Cuba was  once  again let 

vulnerable  to  the  very real threat o a  US  

invasion  its  only protection being the  

US  presidents  promise  that this  would 

not happen.  However,  by the  end o 1 968  

the  two  nations  were  back on good terms 

(with Castro  making the  frst move  by 

publicly expressing support or the  USSRs  

violent actions  in C zechoslovakia in August 

1 968) .  Both Castro  and Che  Guevara had 

misgivings  about the  communist model 

espoused by Lenin,  preerring instead to  

Conceptual  understanding
Key questions

 In  his economic and  social  pol icies,  what was Castro trying to  achieve or 

Cuba,  and  why?

 What were the problems that Castro aced?

 What were the results o his pol icies and  how did  he react?

 To what extent did  his pol icies change between 1959  and  the early   

21st century?

Key concepts 

 Signifcance 

 Consequences

 Fidel  Castro  embracing Soviet  premier Nikita  Khrushchev in  1960  when  the two 

leaders met  at  the  UN  General  Assembly  in  New York
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create  a  system more  suited to  the  Latin American environment in 

which they lived.  However,  by 1 968,  Guevara was  dead and Castro  

was  increasingly dependent on the  USSR or Cubas  economic survival.  

The  Cuban state  thereore  began to  adopt many o the  structures  o the  

Soviet state.

Castros communism

Historians (e.g.,  Ramonet, Balour and  Coltman)  tend to  

agree that Castro was not a  communist at this stage. Rather,  

he was a  nationalist whose policies were less governed by  

the doctrines o Marx or Lenin  and  more so by  the needs 

o nationalism and Cuban independence, with  a  strong 

ocus upon political,  social  and  economic improvements 

designed to beneft the whole o society  rather than just 

the wealthy  el ites. When he was introducing his agrarian  

reorms, or example, Castro even drew upon Catholic 

rhetoric by  l ikening his policies to Christs teachings.

Despite the Cathol ic Churchs history  o support or 

the wealthy  classes against the poor,  Castro did  not 

immediately  move against organized  rel igion  as most 

communist rulers did.  H is economic reorms were,  

initial ly,  seen as rather moderate by  most contemporaries,  

although this soon changed when he began nationalizing 

the large landholdings and  other businesses o US 

corporations and  wealthy  Cuban planters.  Nevertheless,  

even the US vice-president,  Richard  Nixon, stated  ater 

meeting Castro in  1959  that he was not a  communist and  

that the US and  Castro could  and  should  work together.

Events beyond  Castros control  changed  this and,  in   

May  1961  (immediately  ater the ailed  Bay  o Pigs 

Invasion)  he  publ icly  declared  that the Cuban  Revolution  

was a  social ist one and  that Cuba  was a  communist state.  

However,  even  though  the open  declaration  o Cuba  as 

a  communist state  only  took place in  1961,  the  move 

towards Communism had  begun during the earl iest days 

o the new government.  

Economic problems and solutions
Prior to  Castros  victory,  the  Cuban economy had suered rom 

unavourable  trade  conditions  with the  USA,  which had seen many 

Cuban planters  and other businessmen shit their allegiance  away 

rom Batista.  During his  1 959  tour o the  Americas,  C astro  promised 

to  redress  this  situation.  Coltman points  out that wealthier Cubans  

had been hoping that Castro  would restore  democracy without 

undermining the  economic status  quo .  However,  they were  to  be  

disappointed  though not to  the  degree  that many Castro  supporters  

had hoped or.  C astros  promised agrarian reorms  were  more  moderate  

than many had anticipated,  possibly as  a  conscious  decision to  avoid 

antagonizing their belligerent neighbour to  the  north.

Unemployment in Cuba had been high beore the revolution,  especially 

in the impoverished rural areas.  The work (only sporadically available)  

or many landless peasants had been back-breaking and poorly rewarded.  

Castros  policies  changed this  and peasants ound themselves paid more  

airly and given more rights  and shorter working hours.  By the mid-1 960s 

there was even a labour shortage in Cuba.  However,  production ell in 

some areas because,  according to  some commentators,  Castros  policies had 

removed the incentive or people to work hard  although this view does  

not take into account the eects o the US  trade embargo against Cuba.

The 1 970s saw Cuba ollowing Soviet advice to  allow greater liberalization 

in its  economy,  with decentralized planning and management as  well 

as  more material incentives in order to  encourage greater productivity.  

With greater market reedom,  however,  came opportunities  or corrupt 

ofcials  to  enrich themselves,  leading to  a growing sense  o dissatisaction,  

especially among the working classes.  By 1 985 ,  however,  Castro had 

decided that this  liberalization had gone too  ar.  He  elt that the economic 
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plan proposed by the  Central Planning Board in 1 985  was ignoring 

the nations  economic needs.  Humberto Prez,  the  Moscow-trained 

economist whose department had pioneered this  plan,  was removed 

rom oce and a new committee established to  create  a new plan.  The  

Rectication Campaign o 1 9861 987  was launched with the intention o 

moving Cuba back towards a more centrally planned economy and was a  

determined eort to  stamp out the corruption that had begun to  set in.

The INRA,  nationalization and land reform
As promised in his Moncada Programme o 1 953,  Castro was keen to  

implement reorms that would improve the lives o the peasants.  His initial 

reorms adversely aected only the wealthiest landowners while providing 

short-term economic benets or the vast majority o the Cuban population;  

the macro-economic impact would only be elt in subsequent years.  The  

reorms involved nationalizing major industries ( or example,  public 

utilities,  the power companies and the telephone company  all US-owned) ,  

drastically reducing rents,  and breaking up large landholdings (with some 

exceptions such as sugar plantations)  into smaller units and turning them 

into cooperatives similar to those in communist China in the 1 950s.  

Land was conscated rom large companies and then redistributed to the  

peasants.  More than 200 000 peasants were given the title deeds to land on 

which they had previously worked or wealthy landlords.  Compensation was 

paid to the ormer owners but,  in a move that highlighted the corruption o 

the previous government,  the value o the land (and,  thereore,  the level o 

compensation)  was calculated by using tax oce records.  In order to dodge  

paying taxes,  the US  corporations had severely undervalued their land in 

their ocial tax returns.  It was now this same value that was used by the  

Castro government in calculating the compensation that they would receive  

or the land that was nationalized.  Incensed at having been caught in a  

nancial trap o their own creation,  many o these corporations exercised 

their infuence over the US  government and media to create a strongly  

anti-Castro message or US  audiences.  

Land reorm was,  in the  eyes  o the  M-26-7  leaders,  the  path towards 

achieving the  social justice  that had inspired the  revolution.  They also  

had the  example  o the  Peoples  Republic o China to  work rom.  With 

his  victory in October 1 949,  Chairman Mao Zedong had introduced rapid 

agrarian (and,  to  a  lesser extent,  urban)  reorms that had transormed 

the  country and had led to  the  widely acclaimed successes  o the  First 

Five-Year Plan (1 9531 957) .  The  situation in Cuba was,  o course,  

dierent but the  same basic principle  still applied:  

  social and economic justice  was long overdue 

  the  peasants  were  desperate  or the  promised improvements  

  only rapid and radical action could achieve  these  aims beore  their 

patience  wore  out and turmoil ensued.

The nationalization o large  plantations certainly irked the  US  

corporations and the  largest landowners  as  they lost their enormous 

prots.  However,  the  majority o the  Cuban business  and banking sectors  

( as  well as  some o the  middle  classes  and the  more  numerous  smaller 

plantation owners)  were  supportive  o Castros  agrarian reorms,  which 

The Rectifcation Campaign,  

19861987

Ater ollowing the advice rom the USSR 

to l iberalize the Cuban economy, Castro  

grew unhappy with the resulting return  

to corruption and inequality. The trade 

unions protested against being treated as 

a production army by the government.  

Their protest took the orm o reduced  

productivity  and worker absenteeism. 

Castro appeased them by publicly  

apologizing or his and his governments 

attitude, and launched the Rectifcation  

Campaign to undo these mistakes. This 

is indicative o the humility with which  

he conducted himsel at times  a  stark 

contrast to most leaders, authoritarian   

or otherwise.

The Agrarian  Reorm Laws 

The Agrarian Reorm Laws o 1959 

1963 called or the nationalization o 

large landholdings (over 1000 acres or 

Cuban companies and over 3000 acres 

or oreign companies)  and the most 

productive plantations. This allowed land  

to be redistributed among impoverished  

plantation workers and small  plantation  

owners, or be taken by the government 

itsel to be used as state arms or 

cooperatives.
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promised a rejuvenation of their fortunes.  By gaining their support,  

Castro  succeeded in dividing his  opposition and buying himself time to  

consolidate  his  position as  ruler of Cuba.

Social  problems and solutions
Castro was adamant that the Cuban Revolution was about improving life  

for all Cuban people.  Although Batista had made inroads into addressing 

the racism that blighted Cuba,  there  were  still marked differences between 

the opportunities  for Cubans of African descent and those  of European 

descent.  B lack Cubans were predominantly working class  and had little  

to  no hope of advancing,  although Batista had ( in the  1 940s)  begun 

the process  that would allow the promotion of black soldiers.  Castro  

extrapolated this  into wider society,  making it illegal to  discriminate  

against people  on the grounds of either gender or race.  One area in which 

prejudice was still permitted,  however,  was sexuality.  Castro has come 

under criticism for his  intolerant attitude towards homosexuality.

Health  care and  education  in  Castros Cuba  

 Cuban  schoolchi ldren  with  portra it  of Che Guevara,  2004

Once in  power,  Castro quickly  began  implementing the 

promised  social  changes,  including free universal  health  

care and  education.  A massive vaccination  programme 

began in  1962 and  by  1971  pol io,  malaria  and  

diphtheria  had  been  eradicated.  The central ly  planned  

economy al lowed  investment in  rural  infrastructure 

(especial ly  roads and  electricity) ,  which  meant that the 

improvements to  health  care could  reach  even  the most 

remote and  needy  areas.  Castro  also ensured  that al l  

Cuban  citizens could  access high-qual ity  education  up to  

and  including university  level .  The l iteracy  rate grew from 

78 per cent in  1953  to  99.8  per cent in  2014.
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Cuban  refugees

Since beore independence,  Cubans wishing to  ee 

their homeland  or whatever reason  have travel led  to  

Miami  in  Florida  and  the surrounding area,  and  a  Cuban  

exile community  has grown there.  This community  was 

already  strong enough in  the 19th  century  or Jos Mart 

to  be able  to  go to  them or help  in  nancing his war o 

independence in  1895.

Since the revolution,  there  have been  many  ights to  the  

USA rom Cuba,  especial ly  by  the educated  and  wealthy  

middle  classes who eared  that post-revolutionary  Cuba  

would  deny  them their privileged  positions.  The largest 

emigrations have been:  

 19591960:  Cubans worried  about the change o 

regime and  what it might bring.

 19601962:  Operation  Peter Pan,  in  which  the 

Cathol ic Church  helped  Cuban  parents to  send  their 

chi ldren  to  be ostered  in  the USA.

 OctNov 1965: the Camarioca Exodus. Castro 

announced that any  Cubans wishing to leave or the 

USA could  do so rom Camarioca; 2979 Cubans let  

Cuba or Miami.

 19651973:  Freedom Fl ights.  Twice-daily   ights 

rom Cuba  to  M iami  al lowed  Cubans with  relatives in  

the USA to  ee Cuba.  According to  the Miami Herald,  

265  297  Cubans made this journey.

 The Cuban  exodus from Camarioca,  1965

 AprOct 1980:  the Mariel  Boatl it.  Around  125  000 

Cubans rom across the social  spectrum (but mostly  

young,  male  and  working class)  made it across to  the 

USA,  to  ee the poor economic situation  in  Cuba.  

 JulAug 1994:  the Malecn  Exodus.  Due to  the 

economic and  humanitarian  crisis caused  by  the 

col lapse o the Soviet Union,  about 35  000 Cubans 

took up Castros ofer to  emigrate to  the  USA ater the  

Malecn  protests showed the level  o discontent.  

Add itiona l ly ,  many  Cubans who  have  tried  to  escape  to  

the  USA on  homemade  boats and  rats  have  drowned  in  

the  Stra its  o Florida  and  do  not eature  in  the  statistics.

Control  o the media
Ater taking power in January 1 959,  Castro was quick to silence   

anti-revolutionary media.  This was intended as a temporary measure and 

would,  he promised,  be revoked shortly.  However,  with the communists  

inciting outspoken criticism rom his own supporters,  Castro reneged on 

this promise,  using the excuse given by dictatorial governments throughout 

history (and still used today) :  the interest o public security.  In Cuba in 1 959,  

the real threat o a US  invasion or US-sponsored counter-revolution meant 

that the public security argument was probably valid,  at least to some degree.

University proessors  and journalists  who voiced their dissent at the  

increase  in communist infuence  were  threatened with dismissal and 

arrest.  Newspapers,  magazines  and radio  stations  that spoke  out against 

Castro  or the  communist infuence  were  oten threatened with closure  

unless  they changed their political stance.  Even ormer Castro  allies  

( such as  Carlos  Franqui,  who had run the  invaluable  Radio Rebelde  

during the  S ierra Maestra campaign)  disliked his  leanings toward the  

communists.  Castros  treatment o his  critics,  however,  was  not as  brutal 

as  that o Batista.  For example,  rather than being imprisoned or killed,  

Franqui was  able  to  go  into  exile  with his  amily.  Nonetheless,  Castros  

methods still ran counter to  his  proessed aims o establishing the  long 

overdue air and ree  Cuba o Jos  Marts  dreams.  
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Social  control  and  repression

Many o the  criticisms  o Castros  rule  in the  early years  centred on 

his  dictatorial style,  his  harshness  towards  ormer members  o the  

Batista  regime,  and,  in particular,  the  banning o political parties  

and the  promised elections  that were  never held.  Both Castro  and 

Guevara later admitted that mistakes  had been in the  immediate  

atermath o the  victory over Batista.  However,  Castro  also  responded 

to  the  international outcry over the  trials  and executions  o Batistas  

henchmen by asking why they were  complaining now when these  

same  countries  had been silent as  these  torturers  had been committing 

their crimes.  Castro  j ustied the  trials  by declaring:   revolutionary 

justice  is  not based upon legal precepts,  but moral conviction .

Castros  rapid,  public punishment o criminals  ensured that the  Cuban 

Revolution did not descend into  the  chaos  o violent reprisals  and 

vigilantism.  The  televised trials  and executions  sent a  clear message  

to  the  Cuban public:  the  new government would uphold the  law 

and they would dispense  justice.  Thus,  the  Cuban Revolution did not 

suer rom the  anarchy,  public disorder and random violence  o other 

sudden changes  o government,  such as  ater the  Bolshevik Revolution 

in Russia,  the  liberation o France  rom the  Nazis,  or ollowing Maos  

victory in China.  

These  trials  have  been likened by some  commentators  to  S talins  

show trials  o the  1 930s  and criticized or  the  public  way in  which 

the  most high-prole  cases  were  conducted  in  the  national 

sports  stadium in  ront o large  audiences.  The  C astro  government,  

however,  has  likened these  trials  and executions  to  the  Tokyo  and 

Nuremberg trials  held to  punish war criminals  ater  the  S econd 

World War.  Although C astro  later  admitted that  the  trials  may have  

been conducted in  the  wrong way,  he  also  pointed out that they had 

prevented the  collapse  o  law and order.  

Over the  ollowing years,  Castro  implemented the  same sort o security 

apparatus  that other dictatorships  have  used.  It is  unsurprising that the  

new Cuban government elt the  need to  establish a  secret police  and 

pursue  a  hardline  approach to  traitors  and enemies,  having incurred the  

implacable  hatred o ( to  name a ew) :

  the  US  government,  which saw it as  a  potential communist threat 

and a challenge  to  their hegemony in the  region 

  the  US  corporations that lost their Cuban investments

  the  C IA,  which saw it as  a  direct threat to  their operations  and 

infuence  in the  region

  the Batista loyalists  who had lost their power with the all o the regime

  the  Autenticos  who wanted to  return to  power and hated the   

let-wing aspects  o Castros  government

  the  American Maa,  which had lost its  lucrative  drugs,  gambling and 

prostitution trades

  the  US-supported governments  o other Latin American countries,  

which all eared the  impact o Castros  example  on their own 

repressed citizens.  
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Operation  Mongoose (The Cuban  Project)

In  early  1960, President Eisenhower authorized a  budget 

o US$1.3  mil l ion  or the CIA to  remove Castro rom power.  

(Part o this campaign eatured in  the best-sell ing 2012 

console game, Call Of Duty: Black Ops,  earning strong 

condemnation rom the Cuban government.)  Some o the  

plots were very  simple and  relied  upon Maa or Cuban exile  

assassins inltrating Cuba and murdering Castro with  guns 

or bombs. However, his notoriously  erratic movements 

made this very difcult.  Some plots played on his love 

o scuba diving and  involved giving him gits o poisoned  

wetsuits or having an agent poison his breathing apparatus.  

Other CIA plots involved targeting the Cuban economy itsel,  

in  the hope o provoking an uprising against Castro. These 

plans relied  on terrorist tactics such as the indiscriminate 

bombing o targets (both civil ian and military  ) .  From 

the 1960s until  the 21st century, CIA agents or ormer 

agents (such as Luis Posada Carriles)  conducted terrorist 

campaigns against Castros government and people,  

including blowing up a  civil ian airl iner (October 1976)  and  

planting bombs in  tourist hotels (September 1997) .

According to  the  1975  Church  Committee (a  US senate 

investigation  into the activities o the CIA during this 

period) ,  the CIA was involved  in  at least eight attempts 

to  kil l  Fidel  Castro between 1960 and  1965.  According 

to  Fabin  Escalante Font,  a  retired  Cuban  senior counter-

intel l igence ofcer,  there have been  638 attempts to  ki l l  

Castro rom 1960 to  the present day.

From 1 968,  internal opposition also  emerged within the  PCC  and rom 

groups  o intellectuals  ( such as  the  Varela Project) :  frst it was  against the  

growing ties  with the  Soviet Union;  and,  later,  in the  1 990s,  it emerged 

during the  Special Period.

The  option o allowing malcontents  to  leave  or  the  USA did  reduce  

the  need or  repressive  measures  in  Cuba.  Although the  ree  transer 

o   people  between the  two  countries  was  impossib le  ater  the  

revolution,  over  the  years  many Cubans  ( o all  social  classes)  made 

the  decis ion to  leave.  On occasion,  C astro  even gave  permission 

or  Cubans  to  leave  i  they wished to .  Reerring  to  them as  escoria 

( scum)  and encouraging  other  Cubans  to  turn against  them as  

traitors ,  C astro  nevertheless  managed to  dilute  the  opposition to  his  

regime  by allowing these   exoduses .

One major criticism o Batistas  regime had been its  reliance  on police  

brutality and intimidation to  subjugate  the  populace.  Castro  had 

requently spoken out against this  and promised a ar reer society in 

the  new Cuba.  However,  the  threats  to  Cuba and to  him personally 

meant that a  degree  o repression was  needed in order to  survive.  For 

example,  in August 1 959,  he  had narrowly oiled a  coup  organized by 

the  Dominican Republic and was sure  that there  would be  many more  

US-sponsored attempted coups  in the  near uture.  He  was,  o course,  

correct:  President E isenhower had already ( in 1 959)  authorized the  C IA 

to  plan and implement Operation Mongoose  (also  known as  the  Cuban 

Project)  to  remove Castro  rom power by any means necessary,  short o 

a  ull- scale  US  military invasion.

The Special  Period in  Time of Peace,   

1989c. 2000
The June 1 989  Ochoa Aair created intense divisions within Cuban society,  

divisions that could have escalated Cubas problems had it not been or the  

economic crisis that ollowed the collapse o the Soviet Union (1 9891991 ) .  

This led to Cuba entering what Castro called the Special Period in Time o 

Peace,  thus once again using his charisma and popular appeal to  call or 

Cuban unity in the ace o adversity as an economic crisis hit Cuba.
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The  USSR and,  by extension,  Comecon ,  had become  the  lynchpins 

o the  Cuban economy;  by 1 989  approximately 80  per cent o both 

Cuban exports  and imports  came  through the  USSR.  The  collapse  o 

the  Soviet Union ( 1 9891 991 )  thereore  had an enormous  impact on 

Cuba.  The  worst eects  o this  collapse  were  elt  in  1 990  and lasted 

until  around 1 996  but,  despite  the  predictions  o most non-Cuban 

commentators,  C astros  Cuba survived.  B alour identifes  a  number o 

reasons  or  this :

  the  absence  o an organized and eective  opposition

  general support or Castro  and the  leadership  ( even in the  ace  o the  

socio-economic dissatisaction o the  early 1 990s)

  the  armys  utter loyalty to  Castro

  disloyalty to  Castro  and the  regime being a punishable  oence.

The governments  control over the  media and the  persistent sense  o 

gratitude  or the  positive  eects  o the  revolution can also  be  added to  

this  list ( especially healthcare,  social justice  and education) .  The  Cuban 

economy did not ully recover until around 2003 .  During this  so-called 

Special Period :

  Cuban GDP ell by 34 per cent

  oil imports  dried up  immediately,  dropping to  1 0  per cent o  

pre-1 990  levels

  loss  o ood imports  led to  amine (beore  1 990  approximately  

63  per cent o Cubas  ood imports  came rom the  USSR)

  medical imports  ell dramatically.

The  government responded to  the  crisis ,  according to  B alour,  in 

a  p iecemeal ashion.  In  October  1 990  the  Food Programme  was  

launched with  the  intention o encouraging armers  to  increase  

the  ood supply.  There  was  mass  mobilization o the  unemployed,  

students  and other volunteers  to  work on  p lantations.  A  recycling 

campaign and the  reallocation o scarce  unds  into  b iodiversity 

research also  began,  combined with  a  nationwide  austerity  campaign 

designed to  limit  waste .  With  the  sugar subsidies  rom the  USSR 

gone,  the  economy also  had to  adjust,  leading to  a  growth in 

tourism- related industries .  S tate-owned arms  (which had accounted 

or  75  per  cent o  Cubas  agricultural  land)  were  downsized and 

agricultural  cooperatives  (Unidades Bsicas de  Produccin  Cooperativa;  

UBPC s)  were  created.  B y  the  mid- 1 990s  C astro  had agreed to  allow 

US  dollars  to  be  used as  currency  as  they already were  in  the  newly 

thriving  b lack market economy.

Despite  his  protestations  to  the  contrary,  C astro  was  also  orced to  

re introduce  capitalist  e lements  to  the  Cuban economy.  Farmers  

markets  ( banned s ince  1 986 )  were  re introduced and private  

ownership  was  allowed to  a  certain  degree .  ( This  is  s imilar  to  the  

way that  D eng Xiaoping  and Liu  Shaoqui  allowed private  ood 

production to  supplement s tate  production on communal  land as  a  

means  o  rescuing  China  rom the  amine  that  o llowed the  Great 

Leap  Forward o  1 95 8 . )

The Ochoa  Afair,  1989

The Ochoa Afair was possibly  the most 

serious internal  threat to the Cuban  

regime since 1959. A number o senior 

mil itary  leaders,  including General  Arnaldo 

Ochoa, were arrested  or corruption  and  

drug smuggling. Their trial  saw several  

o them sentenced to long prison terms 

and  Ochoa and  three others sentenced  

to death. I t has been speculated  that 

General  Ochoa had  been planning a  coup.

Comecon

The Council  or Mutual  Economic 

Assistance.

It was ounded  in  1949  as a  d irect 

response to  the American  Marshal l   

Plan  -  what Soviet pol iticians reerred  to  

as Dol lar imperial ism.  

Dominated  by  the USSR,  the main  aim 

was to  promote mutual ly-benecial  

trade between  communist and  social ist 

countries.

Class discussion

Why was Cuba  so badly  afected  by   

the col lapse o the  Soviet Union  in  

19891991?
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The HelmsBurton  Act,  1996

This act,  ofcial ly  cal led  the Cuban  Liberty  and  Democratic Sol idarity  (Libertad)  

Act,  was brought into  orce at the  height o Cubas humanitarian  and  economic 

crisis.  According to  Balour,  it is one o the most controversial  bi l ls in  the history  

o the US.  I ts main  stipulations were sanctions against:

  any US business that imported products originating rom Cuba, even i sourced  

through a oreign intermediary

  any  country ,  institution  or business ( including the  World  Bank)  that traded  

with  or extended  loans to  Cuba

  any  oreign  business that used  resources previously  owned  by  US 

corporations and  individuals and  that had  been  national ized  by  Cuba.

Castro reerred  to  this act as that brutal  and  genocidal  Helms Burton  law,  

claiming that it was harming the sovereignty  o the rest o the world.  However,  

he was also quick to  point out that it was only  serving to  increase the growing 

global  d isgust at the USA and  that it had  not deterred  oreign  investment in  Cuba.  

The Act stipulated  that the newly  intensied  embargo would  not be l ited  unti l :

  Castros government was replaced by  a  transitional  government (i.e. one 

riendlier to  US business interests)

  all  nationalized property  was returned to its original  owners (i .e. US 

corporations, individuals and the Maa)

  compensation  was paid  to  US corporations and  individuals or their 

national ized  property.

This act was an  example  o the  US government attempting to  exploit i ts 

position  as the  world s  only  superpower ater the  col lapse o the  USSR in  

1991.  I t natural ly  met with  sti resistance rom other nations.  The European 

Union  instructed  i ts member nations to  ignore the Act (eectively  declaring 

it i l legal  in  international  law)  because i t violated  international  ree  trade  laws.  

The US government,  real izing the  l imits o i ts  power and  the animosity  the 

Act was generating,  eventual ly  agreed  to  ignore  the  clauses deal ing with  

oreign  companies or countries.  I t ai led  to  prevent Cuba  rom gaining oreign  

investments and  became a  continuing source o resentment or both  Cuba  and  

the global  community.

The US reaction  to  the Special  Period
Throughout this  period,  the  possibility of a  US  invasion still  loomed 

large  in Castros  mind.  In 1 990  he  said:  There  may be  other forms 

of aggression for which we  must prepare.  We  have  called the  total 

blockade  a  Special Period in Time  of War .  Yet,  in  the  face  of all these  

problems  we  must prepare  and devise  plans  for a  Special Period in 

Time  of Peace . 

The US  trade  embargo  already prevented US  companies  from dealing 

with Cuba,  but the  Helms-Burton Act of 1 996  went further.  It gave  stiff 

penalties  to  foreign companies  doing business  in Cuba,  which meant that 

they were  dissuaded from investing in Cuba for fear of being sued,  thus  

worsening the  economic and humanitarian crisis.
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Many companies  did invest in Cuba,  primarily in the  tourism industry,  

and this  has  helped to  stabilize  the  Cuban economy since  the  1 990s.  

By the  early 2000s  around 1 60  000  American tourists  each year were  

deying their countrys  ban on travel to  Cuba to  soak up  the  sun,  history 

and old-world charm.  Tourists  rom other countries  also  focked there,  

bringing in much-needed oreign currency and helping to  achieve  

Castros  aim o reintegrating Cuba into  the  world community.  

The Special  Period  and  industrial  production  

The  rapid modernization o Cuban agriculture,  transport and 

industrial production since  the  1 960s  had led to  a  reliance  on Soviet 

oil  imports.  Cuba had sold its  surplus  oil  to  generate  more  income  to  

spend elsewhere  in  the  country.  When oil  was  no  

longer orthcoming ater  the  collapse  o the  USSR,  

transportation and industrial  production ground to  

a  halt  practically overnight and many j obs  dried up,  

creating unemployment across  all  social classes.  The  

government distributed more  than a  million (Chinese  

supplied)  b icycles  in  order to  help  people  to  move 

around,  and ingenious  alternatives  sprang up  such 

as  Camellos  (  camel buses ) ,  which were  1 8-wheeler 

trucks  specially adapted to  act as  buses.

Castro changed the  law to  allow oreign companies to  

invest in Cuba through business  partnerships.  Hundreds  

o other businesses that were  already starting to  

operate  privately on the  black market became legally 

sanctioned.  S tate  subsidies  were  removed in a number 

o areas  and progressive  taxation was introduced.  The  

US  dollar was permitted as  currency,  validating the  act 

that it was already being used throughout the  black 

market that thrived ater 1 990.  

The Special  Period  and  agriculture

The loss  o oil imports  aected the  agricultural sector in a  number o 

ways.  There  was a  massive  decline  in ood production,  leading to  a  

amine that saw desperate  people  killing and eating almost all o Cubas  

cattle  as  well as  zoo  animals.  In 1 992 ,  state-owned plantations  were  

reorganized and private  ownership  o plots  was  reintroduced.  With the  

loss  o the  guaranteed Soviet market or Cuban sugar (at our times  the  

market price) ,  many plantations  had to  change  their crops.  

As  well as  a  lack o petrol or arm machinery,  stocks o pesticides  

and ertilizers   which had oil derivatives  as  an essential ingredient  

declined.  Australian permaculture  experts  came to  Cuba to  distribute  

aid and to  teach techniques  o sustainable  agriculture.  A number o 

urban rootops  were  successully turned into  vegetable  beds and the  

Cuban government made these  compulsory.  S tudents  and unemployed 

Cubans whose  jobs  had depended on oreign trade  were  relocated to  the  

countryside  to  help  grow ood.

 A Camello  in  Havana,  Cuba
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The eects  o these  measures  varied.

  The impending amine was alleviated to  some extent.

  Due to  shortages  o animals,  the  Cuban diet shited away rom the  

traditional Latin American preerence  or high meat consumption to  

a  more  vegan diet.  

  Farmers were once more allowed to  sell surplus crops or private proft.

  The student volunteers,  while  generally eager to  help,  proved to  be  

less  than entirely useul when they abandoned entire  harvests  to  rot 

as  they returned to  sit their exams.

Cubas  traditional exports  o tobacco,  citrus  ruits,  nickel and sugar were  

now having to  compete  on a global market without the  price  protection 

that the  USSR had supplied.  As  the  Cubans sought out new markets,  they 

also ound a high demand or their biotechnology  a direct long-term 

result o the  educational improvements introduced ater the  revolution.

The Special  Period  and  society

According to  a  201 3  study published in the  well-respected British  Medical 

Journal,  the  eects  o the  Special Period on the  Cuban population were  

not entirely negative.  While  or the  frst time since  the  revolution 

o 1 959  Cubans were  acing malnutrition and other poverty-related 

illnesses,  the  move rom meat consumption to  eating vegetables  

( coupled with reduced access  to  processed oods)  led to  a  signifcant 

decrease  in cardiovascular diseases  and diabetes.  In conjunction with 

the  increased use  o bicycles  as  a  result o the  uel shortage,  there  was 

a  noticeable  improvement in general health and a population-wide  

average  weight reduction o 5 .5  kilograms per person.

In August 1 994,  there  was  a  public demonstration against the  poverty 

gripping Cuba at the  time.  It is  unclear whether it was  a  genuinely 

spontaneous  demonstration or whether there  had been some 

involvement o anti-Castro  agents  rom the  USA.  E ither way,  the  

demonstration in the  Malecn district o Havana was the  frst protest o 

its  kind since  the  end o Batistas  regime in 1 959.  It led to  the  third major 

exodus since  1 965 ,  with an estimated 35  000  people  boarding rats  and 

ramshackle  boats  to  undertake  the  perilous  journey across  the  Straits  o 

Florida to  start a  new lie  in the  USA.

Balour points  out that,  despite  the  cutbacks  to  ood subsidies  and public 

spending,  the  poor in Cuba enjoyed a ar greater level o protection 

than the  poor in almost any other country at this  time  both in the  

developing world and the  developed world.  Universal health care  and 

universal education remained as  constants  and Castro  was determined 

to  protect the  integrity o the  post-revolution society that he  had helped 

to  construct.  By the  mid-1 990s,  the  economic chaos  and misery or the  

poor in other ormer eastern bloc countries  was  being used as  a  warning 

against demands to  shit the  Cuban economy closer to  an unrestricted 

capitalist model.  Faced with the  global collapse  o Soviet-style  socialist 

economies,  Castro  instituted economic reorms while  being careul not 

to  ully liberalize  the  economy.  
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Nevertheless,  the  egalitarian nature  of Cuban society was  still eroded.  

Those  who had access  to  US  dollars  ( for example,  from generous  

relatives  in the  USA)  enjoyed a distinct advantage  over those  who 

did not.  For many Cubans,  the  continued achievements  of Cuba ( for 

example,  the  highest ratio  of doctors  per capita and one  of the  lowest 

rates  of infant mortality in the  world)  were  small comfort compared to  

the  food shortages  and the  lack of consumer goods.  

The Special  Period  and  pol itics

Despite  their situation,  the  Cuban population remained behind Castro  

and still saw him as  a  bastion of strength against their aggressive  

neighbour to  the  north.  The  consistency of his  position also  helped to  

ensure  the  popular support of the  people  of Cubas  Latin American 

neighbours  ( if not the  US-supported regimes of these  countries) .  

The  continued use  of US  economic muscle  to  bully Cuba and the  threat 

of a  return to  the  bad old days  of Batista served to  entrench support 

for Castros  regime among those  Cubans who could remember a  time 

before  1 959.  However,  for the  younger generation,  the  economic crisis  of 

the  Special Period was  a  sign that things  needed to  change.  Demands for 

political and economic reform were  growing and Castro  began to  accede  

to  some of these  wishes.  This  met opposition from conservative  elements  

within the  party and the  military.

To  appease  these  elements  of the  leadership,  party members  who 

pushed too  loudly for reform were  removed,  suggesting that (despite  

his  position and charisma)  Castro  was  not able  to  claim full dictatorial 

control over Cuba.  This  period also  saw a change  in the  rhetoric about 

the  Cuban Revolution,  moving away from comparisons with the  

Bolshevik Revolution of October 1 91 7  and highlighting Latin American 

nationalism instead.  There  was  also  a  resurgence  of public support for 

the  ideologies  of Che  Guevara,  calling upon justice  and egalitarianism as  

the  cornerstones  of the  Cuban Revolution.  

There  were,  of course,  limits  to  the  freedoms that the  Cuban leadership  

would tolerate.  With the  example  of the  effects  of perestroika on the  

Soviet Union and the  eastern bloc,  Castro  was  unwilling to  allow too  

much political reform in Cuba.  The  Centre  for the  S tudy of America,  an 

internationally respected research centre  that examined Cuban relations 

with Latin American countries,  had suggested reforms of the  Cuban 

economic and political systems.  In March 1 996  it was  investigated for 

being in the  service  of the  USA and its  leading members  were  moved 

from their positions  to  other centres.  Although this  punishment was 

less  harsh than those  used by other dictators  or regimes against their 

opponents,  the  message  was  still clear:  Cuba would not be  abandoning 

its  political and ideological orthodoxy.
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The end  o the Special  Period
By mid-1 996  the  changes o the  Special Period were  coming under 

attack by Ral Castro  (no  doubt with the  ull support o his  brother)  

and some o the  reorms were  being reversed.  Taxes  on some private  

enterprises  ( or example,  the  paladares,  the  amily-run restaurants)  

were  increased and the  cost o sel-employment licences  also  went up.  

Ater 1 996  there  was  a  concerted eort to  reverse  some o the  economic 

changes  and return Cuba to  a  more  centralized economy.

Castros Cuba,  1996 to 2008

Around this  time,  the  economic cooperation with  Spain  came  to  an 

end as  the  new neoliberal  government o  Jos  Mara  Aznar sought 

to  align itsel more  closely with the  USA.  The  European Union tied 

its  economic assistance  to  Cuba  to  increased liberalization measures  

within politics  and the  economy.  The  Cuban tourism industry also  

suered at  this  time,  as  a  series  o  terrorist  bombings  against  tourist 

hotels  killed an Italian-Canadian tourist  and wounded 1 1  others.   

The  bombings  were  the  work o a  Cuban-born ormer-C IA agent,   

Luis  Posada  C arriles .

In  January 1 998  C astro  achieved a  maj or  public  relations  coup  by 

arranging  or  Pope  John Paul II  to  visit  Cuba.  This  s ignifed not 

only the  tacit  support o  the  C atholic  Church or  Cuba  but  also  a  

recognition that the  Cuban brand o socialism did not hold the  same 

anti- religiousness  o the  Russian orm on which it  was  claimed to  

have  been modelled.  It  was  not an entirely  pro-Castro  visit,  however,  

and the  Pope  did not rerain  rom criticizing the  regime  during one  

o  his  our public  masses.  As  a  result  o  the  Popes  visit,  the  release  

o  3 00  prisoners  was  negotiated and there  was  greater  tolerance  o 

Church activity.  

With the  December 1 998  Venezuelan election victory o Lieutenant 

Colonel Hugo Chvez,  Castro  gained another ally in the  region.  Chvez 

reerred to  Castro  as  his  mentor and claimed:  

Venezuela is travelling towards the same sea as the Cuban people,  a  sea of 

happiness and of real social justice and peace.

Luis Posada  Carriles (aka  Bambi)

Cuban-born  Posada  (b.  1928)  knew Castro while  they  were both  university  

students.  Fol lowing the revolution,  Posada  was involved  with  anti-Castro groups 

beore being arrested.  On  his release rom prison,  he fed  to  the  USA rom 

where he helped  the CIA to  plan  the i l l -ated  Bay  o Pigs Invasion  in  Apri l  1961.  

Determined  to  overthrow Castro,  he was trained  in  terrorism methods by  the CIA 

and,  since 1964,  he has been  involved  in  many  terrorist attacks against Cuba  

or Cuban  interests in  Latin  America  ( including the 1976 bombing o Cubana  

Fl ight 455,  which  ki l led  73  civil ians) .  Throughout his career,  Posada  has been  

supported  by  the CIA and  the US-based  right-wing Cuban  exile  group,  the Cuban  

American  National  Foundation  (which  itsel has close l inks to  the CIA) .  Posada 

currently  l ives in  M iami  and  is treated  as a  hero by  many  members o the  hardl ine 

Cuban  exile  community  there.
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Venezuelan oil  was  soon being  sold to  Cuba  at  preerential  prices   

and,  by  2 004,  the  two  nations  had s igned a  mutually  benefcial  

trade  agreement.  

Ater George  W Bush became  US  president in  2 000,  USCuban 

relations  took a  turn or the  worse.  Bush declared in 2 002  that Cuba 

was  part o the  Axis  o Evil  (namely,  countries  that the  USA accused 

o sponsoring terrorism  somewhat ironic considering the  prolonged 

C IA terrorist  campaign against Cuba  and,  by implication,  intended to  

fght against) .  Cuba  began to  brace  itsel or  another invasion attempt 

or  some  other attempt to  destabilize  the  country.  Suspicion ell  on a  

pro-democracy movement,  the  Varela  Proj ect,  that had collected  

1 1  000  signatures  on a  petition or political reorm and increased  

ree-market economics.  The  Cuban government responded with 

a  counter-petition calling or the  socialist  nature  o the  Cuban 

constitution to  be  made  a  permanent eature.  This  petition gathered 

over 8  million votes  ( about 99  per cent o the  Cuban voting public) .  In 

March 2003 ,  around 75  members  o the  Varela  Proj ect were  arrested 

or  taking money rom oreign agencies  or political purposes,  many o 

them being given long sentences.  

Additionally,  as  C astro  declared,  the  world was  growing tired o the  

US s  bullying.  This  led to  increased support or  Cuba  rom other  

Latin  American countries  and the  establishment o trade  links 

with other nations  ( or  example,  Iran and post-apartheid South 

Arica) .  From 1 998  a  wave  o let-wing e lectoral victories  swept 

Latin  America   the  so- called Pink Tide .  The  term pink  reers  to  

economic and social  policies  that were  seen as  more  moderate  than 

the  dreaded communist  policies  that the  USA had been so  desperately 

and brutally  trying to  prevent rom emerging.  Within s ix  years  o 

Chvezs  e lectoral victory ( according to  the  BBC  in  2 005 ) ,  more  

than three  quarters  o the  Latin  American population were  living 

under democratically  e lected let-wing governments.  Many o their 

leaders  had expressly  cited Fidel  C astro  and Cuba  as  their  examples.  

Ironically,  in  their  ear  that C astros  1 959  victory would precipitate  

a  domino  eect  in  Latin  America,  the  USA had enacted policies  that 

had pushed C astro  into  adopting communism and helped to  spread 

these  views  to  the  continent.  

Castros legacy

In February 2008,  ater a  long illness,  Fidel Castro  eventually stepped 

down as  leader o Cuba,  handing power to  his  brother Ral.  During 

his  long period in power,  Castro  had succeeded in changing Cuba and,  

as  a  result,  the  world itsel.  His  impact on the  Cold War was  entirely 

disproportionate  to  the  size  o his  nation.  The  act that he  outlasted 

the  Soviet Union is  testament to  both his  personal qualities  and to  the  

resilience  o his  nation.
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Research and communication skills

1 Construct a  detailed  essay  plan  or 

one o the exam-style  questions l isted  

at the end  o this chapter.  

2 Swap essay  plans with  your partner.  

3 Verbal ly  explain  how you  intend  to  

construct your essay,  explaining 

which  points o inormation  belong in  

each  paragraph  and  why.

4 Your partner should  ask questions 

and  state where they  struggle  to  

ol low your ideas.

5 Make notes on  how to  improve your 

essay  plan.

6 Spend  fve to  ten  minutes perecting 

your essay  plan.

7 Write  the essay  within  45  minutes.

Class discussion

Think back to the beginning o the Castro  

section. How accurate was Castro when he 

claimed that they had made mistakes in  

the early  days o the Cuban Revolution? 

Justiy  you answers with reerence to  

specifc examples.
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Answer the  following essay questions  with reference  to  Cuba and,  where  

applicable,  another authoritarian state  of your choice.

1  Successful economic policies  were  essential for the  maintenance  of 

power by authoritarian leaders.  With reference  to  one  authoritarian 

leader,  to  what extent do  you agree  with this  statement?

2  Compare  and contrast the  impact on religious  groups of the  policies  

of two authoritarian states,  each chosen from a different region.  

3  To what extent was  the  success  of an authoritarian leader due  to  

their control of the  media?

4 Compare  and contrast the  use  of propaganda and the  media in 

the  rise  to  power of two authoritarian leaders,  each chosen from a 

different region.

5  Discuss  the  importance  of the  use  of force  in consolidating an 

authoritarian leaders  maintenance  of power.

Exam-style  questions
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Question
With reference to  two or more authoritarian  rulers,  each  chosen  from a 

different region,  discuss their role in  helping their party to  gain  power.

Analysis
Focus on answering the question:  in a  Paper 2  exam you have   

45  minutes  per essay,  so  it is  a  good idea to  address  the  most signicant 

aspects  o your answer earlier in the  essay,  and then other aspects  in 

descending order o signicance.

Understand the language you use:  do  not use   long words  and 

convoluted phrases  to  try to  sound clever.  This  is  simply showing  

o and examiners  usually see  through this  ploy.  You will struggle  to  

convey your message  i you use  phrases  or language  you have  not  

ully understood.

To become amiliar with more complex vocabulary,  it is  best to  prepare  by:

  reading history books and journal articles  ( e.g. ,  History Today)  to  

increase  your exposure  to  academic styles  o writing ( this  is  also  

useul or the  extended essay)

  practising using complex terms and phrases  in your essays  and acting 

on your teachers  eedback.

Structure paragraphs carefully:  to  write  well- structured paragraphs,  

a  good mnemonic to  ollow is  PEEL :

  P  =  Point  your topic sentence  where  you briefy state  the  point you 

are  making 

  E  =  Evidence   develop  the  point,  providing evidence  to  support 

your argument 

  E  =  Explanation  evaluate  the  importance  o this  point in terms o 

what the  question is  asking

  L  =  Linkage   a  concluding line  relating your argument back to  the  

question 

Sample answer

Adolf Hitlers 1924 speech  at h is trial  for the Munich  Putsch  (November 1923)  was sim i lar 

to  Fidel  Castros October 1953 speech  during h is trial  for the Moncada  and Bayamo 

attacks (July  1953) .  Both  leaders were on  trial  for attempting treason  yet both  del ivered 

speeches that had no  h int of an  apology.  Instead, they  both  challenged the legitimacy  of 

the regime they  had tried to  lead a  coup against.

Constructing the essay
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There are clear echoes o Hitlers speech  in  the content and tone o Castros.  For 

example, Hitler concluded h is 1924 speech  with  a  reerence to  the Goddess o History  

who  would fnd h im  and h is co- deendants not gui lty.  Castros speech  o October 1953 

echoed th is sentiment in  its eponymous concluding l ine History  w i l l  absolve us.  Both  

speeches reveal  the bel ie that the judges are not worthy  to  pass judgment on  the person  

del ivering the speech.  Both  Hitler and Castro  subscribe to  the bel ie that their actions 

w i l l  be judged by  a  h igher power (akin, on  some level, to  a  divine power)  than  the judges 

appointed by  the regime they  have tried to  overthrow.  

More signifcantly  in  terms o the question, the results o both  speeches were simi lar.  

The 1924 trial  catapulted the leader o the relatively  obscure National  Social ist German 

Workers Party  in  Munich  to  prominence with  the German  people and even  brought 

h im  to  the attention  o an  international  audience.  Simi larly , w ith  h is articulate speech  in  

October 1953, Castro  went rom  being one o many  outspoken  critics o Batistas 1952 

coup to  the ace o the new  breed o pol itically  energized Cuban  youth  who  were pressing 

or change through  any  means, rather than  simply  contenting themselves w ith  verbal  

condemnation  o Batista.  

However, neither Hitler nor Castro  rose to  power immediately  ater their trials and these 

speeches.  In  both  cases the trials helped bring them  to  public prominence, which  helped 

them  gain  popularity  and spread their message in  the ollowing years.  Arguably, their 

later successes were, thereore, bui lt on  the recognition  they  gained as a  result o the 

speeches they  gave at their trials.  In  th is way,  both  Hitler and Castro  were helped in  

their rise to  power by  their trial  speeches but it would be inaccurate to  claim  that these 

speeches were the main  reasons or their later success.

Examiner comments

Although the  inormation provided here  is  accurate  and interesting,  the  

student has  begun to  deviate  rom the  question being asked.  This  in itsel 

is  not a  problem so  long as  you make it directly relevant to  the  question 

by the  end o the  paragraph or section o the  essay.

The  third sentence  o the  third paragraph ( S imilarly,  with his  o 

B atista )  is  too  long and includes  too  much inormation,  which can 

conuse  the  reader.  It  is  best to  use  short,  s imple  sentences.  To  make 

the  inormation easier to  understand,  a  better way o writing this  

might have  been:

Castros  speech at his  trial had a  s imilar eect.  Previously,  he  had been 

j ust one  among many outspoken critics  o B atistas  coup.  Their  verbal 

condemnation o B atistas  coup  was  not enough.  C astros  speech and 

his  actions  put him at  the  oreront o the  politically  energized Cuban 

youth who  wanted deeds,  not words.

The  fnal paragraph concludes with an eort to  link the  point to  

the  question and to  evaluate  its  importance  in light o the  question.  

Although this  is  good,  it could have  been done more  concisely.  Do  not 

waste  precious exam time in unnecessary repetition.
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Evaluating sources

Question

With  reerence to  the origin  and purpose o John  Heartfelds photomontage 

o October 1 932  (The meaning o the Hitler salute) ,  assess its value(s)  

and limitation(s)  or an  historian  interpreting the reasons or the rise o 

National Socialism.

Analysis

This  question asks  you to  evaluate  primary source  material.  For IA 

purposes,  you will have  had an opportunity to  research the  source  

beore  answering this  question.  In exam conditions  (Paper 1 )  this  would 

not be  the  case   it would be  an unseen source.  You should aim to  write  

around 300  words or an IA evaluation question.

Analysing the  question means breaking it down into  its  constituent 

parts.  Key words  in the  question are  origin ,  purpose ,  value(s)   and 

 limitation(s)  .  You will need to:

  identiy  the author/artist  his  political views,  academic standing,  etc.  

  give  the  provenance  o the  source  (publisher,  place,  date  and 

whether it was  meant or private  or public distribution)  

  briefy  explain its  origins :  this  is  the  historical context  the  

signifcance  o the  date  o publication and the  circumstances  in 

which it was  produced 

  identiy  the  audience  to  which it was addressed and its  intended 

purpose  ( overt and possibly covert)

  comment on why the  source  has  value  or aiding understanding o 

the  rise  o National Socialism and say why the  source  might have  

limitations  as  an aid to  understanding.

Dont:  

  simply describe  the  source  content

  deal with the  values/limitations o the  source  in relation to  its  utility  

(useulness)   i.e.  dont say This  source  was/was not useul because  

it had inormation which did/did not help  my investigation.  This  is  

not source  evaluation.

  claim bias/subjectivity/partiality  unless  you can produce  

specifc evidence

  make generic  comments  about age/memory lapse  o the  author,  

translation problems,  etc. ,  unless  you can show how this  has  aected 

the  sources  reliability 

  generalize   claiming or example  that all primary sources  are  

reliable  whereas  secondary sources  are  less  so.
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Sample answer

The photomontage was produced by  Hearteld (a  KPD  member since 19 18)  in  the A- I- Z, 

a  pictorial  newspaper and communist publ ication  based in  Berl in,  w ith  w ide circulation, 

in  October 1932 prior to  the November Reichstag elections, when  Nazi  support and 

membership was al l ing and that o the KPD rising.  The purpose  o the photomontage 

was to  ridicule National  Social ism, its slogans, salutes and claims and to  promote anti-

Fascism  in  the chaotic situation  beore the November election.  It intended to  l ink Hitlers 

rise to  the support oered by  Big Business    in  l ine w ith  the Comintern  interpretation  

o Hitlerism  as the  last kick o decaying capital ism    Hitler being portrayed as the 

recipient o unds by  the industrial  magnates o Germany.  

The source is valuable  as an  example o the dogmatic and ultimately  disastrous 

communist interpretation  o National  Social isms rise and an  example o the early  use o 

photomontage or pol itical  propagandizing.  A- I- Z readership was sympathetic to  such  a  

message already, so  in  th is sense the message was arguably  preaching to  the converted .  

As a  KPD  member producing or a  communist journal  run  by  W i l l i  Mnzengerg, a  

KPD activist and propagandist,  the source is limited in  that Hearteld was emphasizing 

a  party  l ine  rather than  examining the w ider range o actors behind Hitlers rise,  

including the ai lures o the Let.  The actual  contributions  (no  detai ls being provided)  

were avai lable to  a  variety  o parties to  the right o centre as business sought to  insure 

itsel in  a  troubled pol itical  cl imate against the rise o the KPD  in  particular.  Hearteld, 

describing h imsel as an  engineer  rather than  an  artist despite h is work in  commercial  

publishing and theatre- set design, saw  h is role as infuencing opinion  in  l ine w ith  current 

communist interpretations o European  ascism. This Moscow- directed view  ollowed by  

the KPD did not al low  or alternative views or actors.

Examiner comments
This  evaluation shows a good understanding o the  provenance  and the  

signicance  o the  photomontage  as  an historical source  in relation to  

the  question.  It has  identied the  author and where  and when it was  

printed and made a brie and pertinent comment on the  circumstances  

in which the  source  was produced.  It avoids  the  temptation to  simply 

describe  what can be  seen in the  photomontage  and shows a clear 

understanding o the  sources  possible  purpose   both overt and covert.  

Values  and limitations o the  source  are  not ocused on utility  i.e.  

comments  about how helpul this  was  because  it provided or did not 

provide  details  helpul to  the  student  neither does  it spend time talking 

about problems o translation o the  text.  Instead,  it tries  to  indicate  the  

sources  value  and limitations or understanding the  rise  o National 

Socialism  which may be  less  to  do  with the  infuence/importance  o 

business  support ( still a  contentious issue  or some historians)  than on 

providing us  with an insight into  the  ailings  o the  strategy o the  KPD  

and its  adherence  to  a  policy that ultimately consigned the  Party and its  

members  to  deeat and exile,  like  Hearteld himsel in April 1 933 .
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Revision  template:  Comparing leaders  
o diferent  authoritarian  states

In Paper 2  there  will be  no  named leaders  for you to  discuss.  The  

question format will be  more  like  this:

With reference to  an  authoritarian  leader that you have studied,  explain  fully 

how important a role propaganda played in  their rise to  power.

Additionally,  examiners  will be  looking for strong global awareness  so  it 

is  likely that at least one  of the  questions on each topic in Paper 2  will be  

asking you to  compare  two dictators.

This  template  can be  used to  make brief notes  concerning various  

aspects  of the  rise  and rule  of different authoritarian states.  This,  if  

researched carefully,  allows for a  quick revision of their key features  and  

characteristics.  You may,  of course,  construct your own template,  and 

adapt this  template  to  the  leaders  you have  studied,  using headings  

of your choosing.  Choose  headings  that will allow you to  assess  the  

similarities  and differences  between the  different regimes.

Not all headings  will apply to  all authoritarian states  because  of their  

different natures  and situations.

Features o the authoritarian state Egypt  Nasser Cuba  Castro China   Mao Germany  Hitler

Ideology

Leadership

Economic aims and  methods

Party

Secret pol ice

Youth  and  education

Religion

Relationship to  army

Media  and  propaganda

Women:  status and  role

Racial  pol icies/treatment of 

minorities

Organized  labour

Coming to  power:  nature of 

preceding government
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